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1.

Preface

Within deliverable D6.1 of the ITSSOIN project, research on the two fields of environmental
sustainability and on consumer protection was carried out. Only certain complementaries
across time could be established between those fields. It was therefore decided to treat the two
separately in analysis.
Thus, the document at hand contains the first part of a two sectioned deliverable. It covers the
field of environmental sustainability and explores the case of four selected ITSSOIN countries.
The selected countries are: the Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany and Italy. The field
descriptions include the main actors involved, the power relations and the main dynamics
currently shaping the fields by country. The description comprises a comparative outlook that
highlights social innovations for sustainability in four cities selected for their comparable size
and the extent of the sustainability contributions from the state, the market and the third
sector during the past 10 years.
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2.

Introduction

Environmental sustainability is introduced as a topic that European countries have maintained
in their agendas over the last decades contributing to the growing international attention to
this area. The level of attention varies in degrees among countries and the focus has shifted
over several fronts over this time Sustainability in Cities is one prominent front highlighted not
only in Europe but around the world for its political relevance and as a vector through which
concentrated environmental legislation and action can be channelled. The field of
sustainability in cities cuts across many different areas concerning the systemic conditions
structuring the organization and functionality of urban life. With urban conditions dominating
socio-demographic trends worldwide in the coming decades, there is also increasing
recognition from governments, researchers, private actors and citizens alike that urban
developmental patterns of mobility, consumption and production, use of space, infrastructure
and of other resources are unsustainable and that these patterns are largely contributing to the
acceleration of dangerous climate change. Sustainability in cities is therefore becoming a key
umbrella construct under which actors initiatives are simultaneously set in motion as outpour
of the interplay of ideas, motives, resources from public, private and market actors. This makes
this field a large and fertile area for social innovation where national and local governments,
private and third sector actors come to play different roles. Several cities in Europe are today
leading in terms of social innovative efforts in sustainability areas. For each of the countries,
the description of the field includes actors, legislations and examples of initiatives with focus
in the cities of Brno, Copenhagen, Frankfurt and Milan. This is followed by a discussion of
commonalities and differences. On this account, the document develops the field of
environmental sustainability by three main sections.
Main section 3.1 introduces the field in four subsections. Subsection 3.1.1 identifies the
background that has shaped the field. It overviews the significant events staged at the global
and international community that formed the common background which inserted the field in
the policy and decision making agenda in Europe and around the world. The evolving
prominence of the actors involved in the international debate followed with similar trends
among ITSSOIN countries (subsection 3.1.2). Trends over the last two decades in Europe have
been of increasing concern on several environmental areas, particularly climate and urban
sustainability, of institutional change and formulation of legislation at the national and local
level, and proclivity for alignment and acceptance of the necessity for political action and
legislation at a regional European level over a variety of matters concerning environmental
management and sustainability (subsection 3.1.3). With this broad overview of conceptual
approaches, institutions and trends subsection 3.1.4 develops the case for the focus into
sustainability in cities and elaborates on the report’s working understanding of sustainability in
cities.
Main section 3.2 presents the four selected countries field description. This is preceded by a
discussion of the methodology in subsection 3.2.1 followed by the country’s field description in
sub-sections 3.2.2 and up to subsection 3.2.5. The country’s field descriptions reflects on the
actors’ constellations, their institutional affiliations, central subjects, regulations and
dynamisms, and other issues that document where innovation impulses are coming from.
Main section 3.3 is the last of Part I in this report. It summarizes findings and offers a
comparison of traits from the four countries’ field descriptions highlighting their connection to
particular social innovation trends in the selected cities in these countries. The core conceptual
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elements for field description that are significant threads within all other ITSSOIN fields
structure this section as follow: a summary discussion of the actors regulations and
institutional dynamics is presented in 3.3.1; the connections of the field of sustainability in the
selected cities with other fields in 3.3.2; and a review of key initiatives and social innovation
trends observed in the four selected cities and a preliminary cross-country/city configuration of
the initiatives, following characteristics of social innovations in 3.3.3. The final conclusions
shortly reflect on the findings and the preliminary mapping of initiatives and the ways this can
inform the unfolding process of case study analysis that will be developed in the coming
ITSSOIN project stages.

3

2.1. Background for the field Environmental Sustainability
The long tradition of collective action for state, private and public engagement in all aspects of
environmental sustainability can be said to have as common background in the events that
unfolded after the first United Nation environmental submit in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro 24 years
ago. This submit marked the first time nations recognized and established environmental
management as a duty of governments, and when more than 100 states agreed that
environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens at the
relevant level. Thus, a role for local public, private and civic engagement in the field of
environmental sustainability was recognized by the United Nations by means of a
comprehensive action plan: the Local Agenda 21 (UNCED, 1992).
Since 1992, Europe has led the initiative realizing Local Agenda 21 (LA 21). Over time more
than 5,000 European communities have launched LA 21, with differences in nation’s
implementation (Pisano, et al., 2014, p.17). The Rio Conference therefore marked the starting
point for high level expression of local initiatives in Europe exemplified in the Charter of
European Cities and Towns“ launched in Aalborg in 1994 (Aalborg Charter, 1994), that gave
greater definition of the treatment of local level community participation specifically for
Europe. The Aalborg Charter has been since then signed by several thousand European
communities that thus committed themselves to realizing Local Action plans through local
Agenda 21 processes (Pisano, et al., 2014).
The new established pathway defined through LA 21 and the Aalborg Charter for involvement
of public and private sector actors and communities in environmental matters took off in many
countries in rapid succession and gave way to other processes that over time shaped the roles
of stakeholders and distinct avenues of social interaction regarding environmental topics. Civic
society engagement through various forms of collective action from civil disobedience staging
demonstrations to increasing engagement via social organizations and social movements in
some of the oldest forms of mobilization in groups following topical and often concrete
environmental agendas (pro-nature preservation, anti-nuclear, pro-species/animal protection,
pro-bicycling). The wave of issue-and identity related social movement in Europe evolved into
other refined forms of grassroots environmental movements covered in different strings of
literature on social movement (A. Jamison, Eyerman, & Cramer, 1991) (Læssøe, 2007)or in the
form of grassroots initiatives (Seyfang & Smith, 2007) (Smith & Seyfang, 2013). Early forms of
social movements have in several European countries evolved into political parties like the
German Greens (die Grünen)(Richardson & Rootes, 2006). Grassroots environmental activisms
have produced examples of cases of full transformation into successful private enterprises
sustained until present times. In the cases of successful evolution from early activism to
medium entrepreneurial stages and to later to full fledge large commercial for profit
enterprises context is determinant. Examples are few with countries leading stronger traditions
than others (Denmark, Germany, The Netherlands for example as described in (Ornetzeder &
Rohracher, 2013) (Feola & Nunes, 2014).
Efforts on the part of the private sector corporations to consider business in society and
increasingly the environment and sustainability have evolved in the managerial language of
businesses under the banner of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) (Strand, Freeman, &
Hockerts, 2014). The term encompasses a host of other expressions that private actors have
adopted to define their consideration of social and environmental issues. Expressions such as
“corporate citizenship”, “business ethics”, “stakeholder engagement”, “stewardship”, “triple
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bottom line” and “creating shared value” are frequently used in an sort of sense making
exercise amidst the conflicting social norms and expectations over private firms owe to do to
engage in society (Guthey & Morsing, 2014). The European Commission has provided over the
last decade two definitions for CSR: in 2001 as “a concept whereby companies integrate social
and environmental concerns in their business operations and in their interactions with their
stakeholders on a voluntary basis”, and in 2011 as “the responsibility of enterprises for their
impacts in society” (quoted in (Strand et al., 2014) pp2).
At the state level, further consolidation of formal procedures for integration of environmental
concerns in decision making and for stakeholder participation in matters of environmental
concern have been also advanced through EU level legislation establishing the requirement
that all plans, projects and programs are subjected to assessment of environmental impacts.
This included formulation of a EU Directive followed with national legislations (Directive
2011/92/EU known as 'Environmental Impact Assessment' – EIA Directive).1 Toward the end of
1990’s the overall involvement of organized actors and stakeholders (environmental lobbies,
non-governmental organizations, private lobbies and actors etc.) was interpreted in the
literature as a turn toward governance (Rhodes, 1999) (Kjaer, 2008). Greater
institutionalization and participation also advanced calls for accountability and quantification
of impacts on the environment this fed into the wave of new public management approaches
and development of mechanisms for public open accounts of how to integrating and
management environment in decisions and the participation of stakeholders.
In summary, the last two decades of increasing awareness on environmental concerns have
resulted in a great deal of mobilization of societal actors in European countries in direct and
less direct forms of participation. Most countries have found ways to gradually formalized and
institutionalized participation into planning steps and management procedures. In turn public
engagement and the diversity of participatory modes described also have molded the role that
states but also business, firms, other public and private actors play in the area of environmental
sustainability. Grassroots organizations and forms of civil disobedience have persisted over
time in countries, only demonstrating that a great vitality creativity and wide range and
breadth of possible actions, actors and resolutions that societies can offer in the field of
environmental sustainability.
Social innovation is in what follows seen as encompassing all initiatives whereas promoted by
state or emerging through collective action and by entrepreneurs of private actors or firms that
seek new possibilities for innovation and are willing to try them. Social innovation refers to the
type of innovation that creates social value and that emerges in places and from people that
may be even outside of the scope of social entrepreneurship and social enterprise. The
expectation is that large or small, established non-profits, businesses, and government
promoted initiatives can all produce social innovations
To conclude this subsection, for the purpose of this investigation all the above mentioned
forms of participation can potentially have impacts in terms of social innovation for
environmental sustainability. The potential is related to the opportunities for innovation that
are inherent to tasks of meeting environmental challenges. Similarly, impacts of public,
collective and corporate actions toward sustainability in terms on social innovation can be
taking many forms given the multiple and complex interactions of the issues, actions,
1

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eia/home.htm
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challenges and solution space created between the field of environmental sustainability and
other fields representing traditional welfare sector services, such as health, finance, arts,
occupation, social integration and others. Therefore the next subsection will make more
explicit European environmental trends and the justification for the approach taken toward
sustainability in cities in terms of European commitments and focus for action.

2.2.

European Environmental Trends and the focus on Cities

Environmental sustainability topics of public attention have revolved between nature
protection and localized concerns related to pollution in air, water, soil, congestion, noise and
safety and management of waste, water in urban areas; to global concerns that places the fact
that humans have severely overreached the planetary boundaries within several ecosystem
services capacities in areas that are dramatically altering the fragile climate balance upon
which human civilization has flourished. Ultimately the origin of global environmental
problems has been associated to the core of economic activities in modern societies and
systems of production, international trade and consumption, therefore all societies in the
world contribute to a greater or lesser extend to the intensification of environmental problems.
The term planetary boundaries was coined to define the safe operating space for humanity with
respect to the Earth system and are associated with the planet's biophysical subsystems or
processes (Rockström, 2009).
A number of European countries are among those that have had an earlier start contributing to
creating global environmental problems and even as a union of 27 states together today,
despite efforts, still appears at the top of the list of contributors in terms of issues such as
climate change, personal carbon footprint and overall erosion of several key planetary
boundaries (EEA, 2015). At the European Commission there is a shared vision for these 27
countries and is the following: “By 2050 the EU has grown in a way that respects planetary
boundaries, thus contributing to global economic transformation. It is competitive and
provides a high standard of living with much lower environmental impacts. All resources are
sustainably managed, from raw materials to energy, water, air, land and soil. Climate change
targets have been met and biodiversity and the ecosystem services it provides have been
protected, valued and substantially restored”2. This sense of urgency at the European level is
however combined at the country level with a perceived deficit of participation in input side
politics beyond election and a democratic deficit in public debates and decision making,
particularly at the EU level (Andersen, 2006).
The perceived democratic deficit and gap between the magnitude of the environmental
challenges and the actions taken is also seen as an opportunity to for civil society organizations
and private actors to engage in actions where their contribution to society is immediate and
where eventually more can be accomplished particularly in terms of advancing the larger
transitions and systemic societal change required to meet challenges like those posed by
climate change. The multitude of new actions and actors public and private getting involved in
matters of environmental sustainability has its own challenges as described in the analysis by
the Civil Society platform Civicus: “…civil society is now more diverse than ever, ranging from
organised groups to huge movements and various forms of non-formal mass action. This brings
with it unparalleled power and possibilities, but also complexities. It makes it harder to work
with a representative cross section of civil society, but brings with it opportunities for

2
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innovative solutions that can potentially transform citizen-state relations.”(Civicus, 2014,
p.56). Civil society activism also includes the not-in-my-backyard (NIMBY) effect of local
participation and its potentially limiting impact on environmental projects such as the
inclusion of sustainable energy sources in traditional energy infrastructures (Frankt and Fuchs,
2014, p.88). The private sector equivalent takes the form of think-tanks and numerous lobby
groups representing corporate interest at European level but also inserted at all levels of
decision making. At the international scene there is a sense that difficulties and delays to agree
at the global stage should not prevent advances by states and more so at the very local level.
The previous discussion completes the background presented in 3.1.1 in bringing the attention
to how at the international and national level cities are seen as the spatial unit where
resolution of environmental challenges can be operationalized, and where actions and the
actors unfolding initiatives under the umbrella of sustainability in cities can interact more
meaningfully and effectively. This also justifies the focus of ITSSOIN on cities.
Cities, and urban areas are considered crucial to make progress towards a more sustainable
Europe and also worldwide. By 2011, 73% of European population was living in urban areas. By
2050, Europe’s level of urbanization is projected to be at 82% (UN DESA, 2012). At the
international level a large combination of networks and institutions have combined work and
advanced frameworks within which greater acceleration to the pace of work towards
sustainability at the city level in Europe but also globally is possible.
Table 1 Overview of Organizations and Networks dedicated to advance Sustainability in Cities

Scale

Institutions/Networks/Stakeholders

Initiator

Global

UN Habitat (Human Settlelments); UNDESA
(Department of Economic and Social Affairs); UNEP
(Environmental Program); UNEP/UN-Habitat’s
Sustainable Cities program, Energy Cities.

Global
Coordinates
States
programs on
cooperation Sustainable
Cities global
scale

UN Global Compact; Global Compact Cities Program

Global
Business
Market and
States

Coordinates
strategic policy
initiatives for
business

Global Networks and initiatives include:
ICLEI’s Local Agenda 21 Campaign, UCLG (The Global
Network of Cities, Local and Regional Governments);
UNDP’s Capacity 21 and the World Mayors Council on
Climate Change, C40 Cities, The Climate Group, the
African Local Agenda 21 Cities, R20 – Regions of
Climate Action, Citynet, Metropolis,

International
cooperation
local
authoritiesthird sector,
private
sector

Integrate
subnational
action;
facilitate city to
city
cooperation,
thematic
networks, tools

Regional The Covenant of Mayors support other networks like
(Europe) Energy Cities, Climate Alliance, Eurocities, ICLEI
Europe

What Type of
Action

Regional
Multilevel
cooperation governance
state
focused in
climate action
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CEMR or Council of European Municipalities and
Regions

Regional
Municipal
state
cooperation

influencing
European
policy and
legislation in all
areas related to
municipalities

CIVITAS Initiative (CIty-VITAlity-Sustainability)

Regional and Help cities test
municipal
integrated
cooperation approaches
state

EU, UN-Habitat and the World Bank Cities Alliance

International Support cities
Regional and /NGO working
local state
frameworks
and third
sector
cooperation

Eurocities, European Sustainable Cities
Cooperation Integrate
Platform (ESCTC), the Climate Alliance Klima-Bündnis, between
subnational
the Alliance in the Alps (Allianz in den Alpen), the
cities /states action
Union of the Baltic Cities (UBC).
ESDN The European Sustainable Development
Network

Cooperation Exchange of
states
good practices

Source: produced for this report
Table 1 summarizes the breadth of institutions and networks operating with the goal of
advancing sustainability in cities around the world and with particular relevance in Europe. The
number of institutions and networks indicate a degree of recognition and widespread
consensus within the international community that cities are key areas where to address
sustainability. Cities as the spatial unit within which the combine interaction of governance,
patterns of activities, actors, financial resources, political will, community engagement and
democratic support that can be galvanized more rapidly and effectively in terms of specific
sustainability goals. The next subsection defines more specifically what will be the
understanding of sustainability in cities that will inform the ITSSOIN project work.

2.3. A working definition of Sustainability in Cities
The definition of environmental sustainability and sustainability in ITSSOIN is drawn directly
from the common original definition of sustainable development as given by the UN
Brundtland Commission in 1987 as: “development that meets the needs of the present
generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”
(WCED, 1987). This concept is understood as promoting development that meets a triple effort
for sustaining in parallel the environment, societal and economic goals, and in addition that is
based on principles of fairness to present and future generations.
For this report a more specific take on urban sustainability is necessary and here we will
subscribe to the concept elaborated by the European Sustainable Development Network (2014)
as:
“urban sustainable development as the extent of all those practices and activities that:
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Relate with sustainable development within cities (e.g. promotion of organic farmers
markets, access to sustainable mobility, reduction of electricity consumption in
buildings, recycling and waste prevention, attention to inclusive urban development,
etc…);
Take into consideration the processes of urbanisation of cities in light of sustainable
development (e.g. reduction of urban sprawl, construction of bike lanes, promotion of
pedestrian areas, provision of affordable housing for disadvantaged residents, etc…);
Reflect on the throughput of cities with a sustainable development perspective (e.g.
prevention of landfilling, attention to water consumption, etc…)

Additionally, urban sustainable development is seen as intrinsically connected to and
influenced by the broader economic and political frameworks that in many ways shape cities as
discussed by (Betsill & Bulkeley, 2004) noting that urban sustainable development also needs
to be seen as the sum of on-going transformative processes, all working to help transitioning
cities (or urban areas) towards a more sustainable future. These processes that happen at the
urban level will have effects not only on the city itself, but also ‘outside’ the city and, hence,
have a more widespread effect – locally, regionally, nationally, and globally – thus, requiring a
multi-level governance approach. Moreover “problems of translating the policy rhetoric of
urban sustainability into practice cannot be explained by factors confined to a local arena of
governance, or by struggles between the central and local state, but reflect argumentative
struggles occurring in multiple sites and spaces to define and defend particular notions of what
urban development ought to be (Betsill and Bulkeley, 2004, p.51 as quoted in (Pisano et al.,
2014, p7).
The specific areas that cities need to take into consideration as presented by UN-DESA are also
relevant here.

Source: UN-DESA 2013
The previous working definition of sustainability in cities will be of significance to the
subsequent faces of ITSSOIN work when individual case studies by country will be selected and
analysed. The following section introduces the field description by country and selected city as
the initial step in the development of the case study analysis.
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3. Description of country fields
3.1. Methodology
The methodological approach followed had the goal of gathering a broad set of information to
describe the present structure of the field including an account of the actor constellations and
their affiliations (state-market-third sector), policy changes and their focus of attention,
regulations and their interacting dynamisms. Conceptually, the approach follows the theory of
the strategic action field which is elaborated in the ITSSOIN case study framework (internal
document). Central previous steps have been the production of vignettes that facilitated
obtaining a general overview of the seven fields and their trends in all the countries. The
information provided in these vignettes served as the basis for the selection of a group of
countries per field for further tracing of social innovations (Anheier, Krlev, Preuss,
Mildenberger, & Einarsson, 2014)(Preuss, Krlev, Mildenberger, & Anheier, 2015).
The country selection report by (Preuss et al., 2015) designated four countries for the
subsequent analysis in the field of environmental sustainability. Among the country
characteristics presented as motivation in this choice are in the case of Denmark: the third
sector plays a relatively independent role from state and market and regularly acts pioneering
novel ideas, therefore Denmark can be considered as a special case with potential to reveal the
third sector as a driving force in a field; for the Czech Republic: the interest can be placed in
observing the recent increased engagement of citizens and the third sector as advocate of state
and service provider; Italy as example where cooperation between state and market actors has
repercussions on third sector actions and Germany as a country with a cooperative field
structure where cooperation between all three sectors (third sector, market, and state) can be
observed.
Following the country selection the next step included production from the country partners of
the field description. The steps required giving attention to both events and actors at the
national level and subsequently giving focus to one selected city. The steps are:









Collection information via Literature review, central policy and official sources,
including legislation and other official reports. Appendix 1 presents a list of legislation
by country.
Collection of information via Expert consultation. In the identification of experts,
partners used pragmatic and snowballing search methods to identify relevant people
and their published work. Names and affiliation of the selected experts by country is
kept confidential but can be made available through country team directly.
On the basis of comparative information and expert consultation selection of a city for
further analysis
Collecting information via internet searches on institution’s web sites, sites for policies
and regulations first at the national and then at the city level.
Refinement in search of information recollection focus on the selected city
Collection of more evidence via additional google searches to produce a list of cases
and specific social innovation for sustainability in the selected city.

In the selection of the city contextual conditions were assessed related to: the size of the
population, positive economic outlook, degree of independence of the local authority acting on
sustainability matters, and detection of an active field of initiatives over the last decade
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regarding sustainability in the city. To document this information internet searches and other
searches for press releases concerning initiatives, actors and statements by those; including
non-official reports produced as briefings and minutes of stakeholder meetings or resulting
from conferences. Further confirmation of the appropriateness of the city selection was
discussed with the experts during the interviews to validate and complement the knowledge
obtained from the information and literature review.
The experts were chosen on the basis of their broad knowledge of the public, private and third
sector in environmental sustainability aspects. In regards to the third sector they covered the
perspectives of advocates as well as service providers. For each country, there was at least one
expert with an interest or expertise in social innovations. Partners consulted previous ITSSOIN
reports on media and policy perception. Finally, the work package leader and author of the
report carried out additional literature searches and internet searches to enrich the information
and to generate a more consistent coverage of contents between the four countries.
The last part of the methodological approach includes a discussion of findings for the four
countries. The purpose of the discussion is to summarize and integrate findings about the field
structures of the four countries and cities. In addition an initial step into a methodology for the
comparison of initiatives was carried out. The step is only preliminary at this point, in
anticipation to the task of selection and comparison of initiatives which is the forthcoming
steps in the ITSSOIN project.
This preliminary step was advanced as an exercise from the WP leader offering a way in which
to formalize and structure comparative insights from each of the four cities and their
sustainability initiatives. The comparison is here presented in the form of a cross-tabulation.
The character of the information, at this point is merely descriptive and the purpose is that of
aggregating disperse initial information obtained for each of the initiatives by country and city
with the present report. The cross-tabulation presents for each country/city initiative a check
mark that indicates a positive trace of information obtained in relation to a list of general
characteristics of social innovations as discussed in the ITSSOIN proposal and other pertaining
literature. This list will be documented and explained in full in the following ITSSOIN steps
directly over case study work.
For the purpose of the present document the characteristics in the cross-table are used as
preliminary examples of areas highlighted in the literature for characterizing in what form or
shape actors organize to carry out social innovation in the third sector and what aspects
contribute to describing aspects of their impact. The characteristics presented horizontally in
the cross-table refer to: type of civic sector engagement (from civil disobedience to private
entrepreneurship), type of contributions to social capital (from cultural values to political
participation), sphere of interaction (local, multi-stakeholder to virtual), resource mobilization
(active membership or non-active form of membership) and inputs in terms of innovation
(from generating ideas to upscaling). Each aspect of this characterization can be rooted in a
variety of social theories, organizational theory and innovation theory that are beyond the
scope of the present deliverable. The characterization offered is preliminary and a fuller
discussion for the inclusion and theoretical underpinning supporting the selection of
characteristics in the cross-tabulation will be part of a fuller case study analysis in the
following ITSSOIN steps. All in all, this initial mapping of initiatives offers valuable insights to
inform the ensuing case study selection. Case study selection will be our next analytical step in
the coming ITSSOIN face.
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In what follows each subsection elaborates the field description for each of the four countries.
The structure of the presentation in the field description by country in subsection 3.2.2 and up
to 3.2.5 is the following: introduction, the presentation of policies, presentation of the actors;
field structure with focus in the selected city; and lastly list of examples of initiatives and their
description for each of the cities.

3.2. Field Description of Czech Republic
3.2.1. Introduction
This introduction reflects on the general conceptualization of the topic of sustainability in
cities and social innovations in legislation or policy over the past ten years. In the Czech
Republic the notion of sustainable cities is used to a limited extent and the explicit notion of
social innovations is almost completely missing both in legislation and public policies related
to environment. On the other hand, we may find a relatively old and strong commitment of
Czech environmental and other legislation to the sustainable development. The official key
document on this is the Strategy of Sustainable Development of the Czech Republic which was
introduced by the Government Council for Sustainable Development and approved by the
government in 2004. Here the sustainability is defined as:




social development that respects the needs of everyone,
effective protection of the environment and thoughtful use of natural resources,
maintenance of high and stable level of economic growth and employment.

In other words, the document formulates the goals and strategies related to sustainable
development in such a way that would ensure minimizing imbalances in the relations among
the economic, environmental and social pillars of sustainability. The aim is to achieve as high
quality of life for existing generation as possible and to achieve the conditions for the quality
life for next generations. In 2010 the document was supplemented and specified by the
Strategic Framework of Sustainable Development of the Czech Republic (again it was authored
by the Council). It is structured along five key axes: 1) Society, human, health: 2) Economy and
innovations; 3) Territory development; 4) Landscape, ecosystems and biodiversity and 5)Stable
and secure society.
There are two key features of the document: first, the concept of innovations is related more to
the sphere of technology than society, and second, the cities are not seen as an important
autonomous element within the concept of sustainable society. The picture is very similar
when it comes to other strategic policy documents related to innovations themselves. The
concept of social innovations is applied only in few specific strategic and conceptual
documents that are rather distant to the area of sustainable development of territories and
cities. These documents are related to the general concept of innovation and again focus
mostly on technological understanding of innovation and its relation to economic growth.
These documents were introduced in the last decade and this process is related mainly to the
circumstances of the Czech Republic entering the EU. These are following policy documents
(see also Anheier et al., 2015):


National Innovation Policy of the Czech Republic (for 2005 – 2010) (Council for
Research, Development and Innovation, 2005);
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National research, development and innovation Policy of the Czech Republic (for 2009
- 2015) (Council for Research, Development and Innovation, 2009);
National innovation strategy of the Czech Republic (for 2009 - 2015) (Ministry of
Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic, 2011);
Regional innovation strategy of capital city Prague (occurrence of the term “social
innovations”) (Institute of Planning and City Development of capital city Prague, 2014)
Social integration strategy (for 2014 - 2020) (Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs of
the Czech Republic, 2014).

Even if aforementioned documents do not explicitly address the concept of social innovations
in relation to sustainable cities, there are some references to the field of environment in
general that were added very recently. According to the experts on the field, however, official
policy documents in the area of sustainable cities and environment often address the social
innovations with significant delay and sometimes may even (in combination with legislation)
contribute as preventing the social innovations from taking place (such as ban on solar power
stations located in housing cooperatives, or on returning the food into the supply chain in the
case of food banks, etc., Interview 5).

3.2.2. Policies
This section describes the conceptualisation and incorporation of sustainability in the cities in
the legislation and policy. The concept of sustainable cities is still not applied nor explained in
any key Czech legislation focusing on the field of environment. This legislation mainly consists
of:









Act no. 17/1992 Coll. On Environment
Act no. 114/1992 Coll. On the protection of Nature and Landscape
Act no. 244/1992 Coll. On the Environmental Impact Evaluation of Impacts
Act no. 185/2001 Coll. On Waste
Act no. 180/2005 Coll. On the Support of the Utilization of Renewable Resources
Act no. 128/2000 Coll. On the Municipalities
Act no. 131/2000 Coll. On the Capital City of Prague
Act no. 129/2000 Coll. On Regions

Other key political conceptions and strategies that deal with the area of environment use the
concept of sustainability of cities (or, sustainable cities) in a rather minor and marginal
fashion. These are mainly:





Strategy of Sustainable Development in the Czech Republic (Ministry of Environment,
2004)
Strategic Framework of Sustainable Development in the Czech Republic (Ministry of
Environment, 2010)
State Policy on Environment (2012 - 2020) (Ministry of Environment, 2012)
Report on Environment in the Czech Republic (2013)

Instead of using the concept of sustainable cities, these strategic documents are rather focusing
on more general concept of “sustainable development of territory” where also cities might be
included while reflecting different aspects of the city development and policies.
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Considering the concept of sustainable development of territory, there are several dimensions
that are highlighted in the strategic policy documents. These are urban mobility and its
sustainability (this field is supervised by Ministry of Transport as an institution of central
government responsible for the issue), waste management (supervised by the Ministry of
Environment), air pollution (Ministry of Environment), strategic area/city planning (Ministry of
Regional Development). For many of these areas there are strategies and policies not only on
the national level but also at the regional level (NUTS2 level) and particular cities and
municipalities. This is one of the factors that makes the whole field of sustainable cities rather
plural (or fragmented) to a large extent.
On the one hand, the political access of public into the area of environment has significantly
widened after introduction of EIA into Czech legislation in 2002 and the concept of sustainable
cities has become a part of political debates and public discourses, and new issues are being
opened in the Czech context (re-use of the waste, biological degradation of waste, etc.). These
trends may be - according to some - ascribed to implementation of acquis communitare and EU
funds in member countries (Interview 1; State Environmental Policy 2012). On the other hand
its legislative embeddedness and practical impact still remains rather weak, as there are
effective obstacles from political and economic fields that aims at preserving status quo as in
the case of waste management policies (Interview 5).

3.2.3. Actors
In order to narrow down the field of sustainable development and to provide more particular
examples, we follow both general and local line of description, with the focus on the city of
Brno which is, in terms of number of inhabitants, close to Copenhagen. There are several
reasons behind the selection. Brno is the second largest Czech city, and represents well the
urban dilemmas, issues and policies in the country (as the Prague represents somewhat
extreme case of the city that in terms of administration overlaps with a region and where
nationwide policies and transnational influences are of special importance). Moreover, the size
and structure of Brno closely resemble other Czech mid-sized cities (Ostrava, Olomouc, Plzeň).
Second, Brno represents an interesting social laboratory, as recent political changes and city
development in recent years enables to study processes that last for decades in other Czech
urban areas. Last but not least, high availability of data resources and knowledge of local social
milieu shall satisfy the methodological demands of in-depth case study design.

General Czech Context
The field of sustainable cities is being populated by public, private and non-profit sector. The
extent and potential of their activities are to a large extent determined by their resources. It is
hard to estimate the size and numbers of actors involved in the field, but what may be
emphasized is the constant evolution of the non-profit sector actors and its growing
orientation towards citizens, as in the contrast to previous decades of dominantly
professionalized NGOs.
In the field of sustainability in the cities the public sector is represented mainly by the political
representatives of municipalities and cities, with motivations of improving the quality of life of
their citizens - voters (and getting re-elected). On the other hand, their possibilities are rather
limited in terms of resources and capacity of producing legally binding norms. Each
municipality is authorized by law to impose duties in order to secure local matters of public
relevance, to maintain clean public spaces, to protect the environment and vegetation and to
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use public property. In other words, municipalities may issue sub-legal norms in compliance
with the law that would specify or tighten rules related to environment in the municipality (e.g.
types of waste that must be recycled, limitations on car traffic, support of the use of renewable
sources of energy etc.).
Even if regional parliaments (NUTS3) are also authorized to issue sub-legal norms, these are
usually limited in their scope in order not to interfere with national or municipal policies.
Generally, they promote coordination among existing policies, deal with the general
development of the region (area planning), prepare broader strategic conceptions in particular
area or establish institutions/organizations dealing with sustainable development.
Finally, the strongest role in the field plays the state - both ministries and the Parliament. The
key player is the Ministry of Environment which prepares the strategic documents and
legislation in the field. In the case of sustainable cities the Ministry of Environment is seen as
coordinating the activities of other relevant ministries (Agriculture, Industry and Trade) in line
with the State Policy on Environment. It is an important actor with that produces interesting
ideas and promotes the idea of sustainable development - e.g. directly through economic
support of its agencies such as State Environmental Fund (an economic tool funded by the fees
from polluting companies) or Czech Inspection of Environment (organization controlling the
adherence to ecological standards and norms), however, it fails to realize them via legislation
(Interview 5). It seems like if the most powerful actor in the field knew what to do but failed to
do it - one of the explanation are the strong interest groups in the field. Apart from Ministry,
other most important issues related to sustainable cities (transportation, energy resources,
agriculture) are administered by ministries of transportation, industry and trade or agriculture.
This cross-sectional character of the field is illustrated by the composition of the Government
Council for Sustainable Development - an advisory body consisting of the representatives of
ministries and public sector, and of non-profit organizations (some of them being the rooforganizations) and responsible for coordination of conceptual policy documents, the annual
positional reports and Strategic Framework of Sustainable Development of the Czech Republic.
Apart from public institutions, there are also numerous non-profit actors involved in the field.
Many of these actors are active in large Czech cities - typically in Prague, Brno, Plzeň and
Ostrava. One of the most important activities of non-profits are related to transportation. Here
several trends may be observed - mainly car sharing (Autonapůl), support of cycling (Rekola)
and propagation of new mobility plans and technologies in the public transportation
(Auto*Mat). The other key issue is the waste and food recycling: there are organizations
specialized in founding the food banks, or focusing on the degradation of communal waste by
biological means and generally in recycling (Biom, Kokoza). Third, there are many new citizens´
initiatives focusing on more cultural aspects and new lifestyle trends: these consists typically
of local production of vegetables, meat and fruits, bio food, local agricultural markets, often
related to community building, neighbourhood initiatives and public space organization
(critique of gentrification processes etc.) (e.g. BioSad, KPZ or Veronica).
Similarly as in the case of non-profit sector, the issue of public space, energies, waste and
transportation are the key for the business actors in the field. We may find there large
developers, usually aiming at turning greenfields into new space of living or commerce (Central
Group, Ekospol, Finep, Skanska) (Novák, 2014). At the same time, there are important waste
management companies (some of them owned by foreign investors) that do their business in
most cities (A.S.A., Marius Pedersen, Pražské služby, SITA, or AVE CZ) (Kaláb, Havelka, 2014).
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Finally, some transportation companies are also involved as they aim at supplying their public
transportation products to public authorities (Škoda Transportation, Irisbus, Solaris etc.) (Klas,
2015).

Actors in The city of Brno
Aforementioned actors are relevant also in the case of Brno. Ministry of Environment sets the
key legal framework, and there is the regional government (South Moravian Region) which
coordinates its activities with the City of Brno. The city hall consists among others of
Departments of Environment, Department of Area Planning and Development whose
representatives are active in the process of formulating the city policy towards sustainable
development.
Brno is populated by dense networks of NGOs dealing with sustainable development, some of
them being quite old and established ones: Veronica (focusing on education of citizen and
nature conservation) belongs to ČSOP (Czech Union for Nature Conservation) network and was
founded in 1986, Hnutí Duha (aiming at healthy environment and smart economy) in 1989,
Nesehnutí (aiming at both environmental and social goals and more advocacy oriented) is a
spinoff of Hnutí Duha and was established in 1997. At the same time it may be also
characterised by numerous citizens´ initiatives that to a certain extent represent a counterpart
to professionalized NGOs - these are groups like Brnění (fight against hazard gaming and social
exclusion), Hnutí Žít Brno (“To Live Brno Movement” - recessist group criticizing major local
political parties and succeeding in last municipal elections) or small community or
neighbourhood groups in some parts of the city aiming at its social and cultural revival
(Masarykova čtvrť, Hády, Komín).
There are also key business-oriented actors - developers (Trikaya, IMOS) or waste management
companies (van Gansewinkel, SITA, SAKO).
One of the groups that are to some extent important on the field are media. The local Brno
scene is usually covered by the local branch of Czech public TV, which is for historical reasons
usually quite critical towards established political parties and has positive attitudes to nonprofits and local citizens´ initiatives (Čulík, Pecina 2001).

3.2.4. Field Structure with focus in Selected City; The case of Brno
The public sector in case of Brno is driven mainly by political aspects of the field: while for
some parts of the political elite (Green Party) the sustainable development represents the key
interest of their voters and it is thus the ultimate goal of their political activities, for others
(Civic, Christian and Social Democrats, Communists or conservatives) there are more
important issues that shall be dealt with - e.g. social affairs, culture, sport. There is both city
hall politics and the politics of 29 city districts At the level of administration, there are
competing interests among the Departments of Environment and Department of Area Planning
and Development. While the first one usually promotes the ideas of sustainable development,
the other often follow principles related rather to economic and industrial development.
However, some recent trends suggest that the situation is shifting towards higher
accountability of the local public administration in Brno when it strives at higher inclusion of
citizens into the area of urban planning and development (e.g. in the case of Brno Local Plan).
The recent local elections in 2014 have changed the political landscape of the city as they
brought to power new populist party (ANO) and group of recessists (Žít Brno) that succeeded in
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sending the previous power holders to opposition while joining the Green Party and Christian
Democrats in a coalition. So far, these were namely Civic Democratic Party (right) (joined by
Czech Social Democratic Party (centre-left) in 2006) who stayed in power after 1989. Their
representatives were criticised for ignoring the opposition and citizens and for not managing
the city in a transparent manner (accusation of corruption and misuse of political power also
occurred) (Brněnský deník, 2015). So far it seems that there are efforts of the new city council
to open the local institutions more to the citizens (Ustohalová, 2015).
At the same time, the interests of public institutions in case of Brno have sometimes been
closely intertwined with the interests of some commercial groups: the developers´ companies
have been rather assertive and successful in influencing the public policies in urban planning in
a negative way (the case of Trikaya´s housing project near the nature preservation area, the
project of modernizing the main train station etc.) (Brněnský deník, 2015; Interview 1; 2). The
city also owns one of the waste management companies (SAKO) which runs a incineration
plant. Even if the company focus also on recycling some types of the waste, it simultaneously
follows some less environmentally sustainable technologies in order to maintain the services
for the citizens (waste collection) at reasonable prices (Interview 5).
The non-profit sector aims at realizing their particular ideas on the sustainable development,
depending on their area of expertise and mode of operation. These may be separated into two
main groups according to their interests. The first group consisting of professionalized
environmental NGOs (often with nation-wide scope such as Hnutí Duha - Friends of Earth,
Partnership Foundation, Veronica) attempt to pursue the principles of environmental science
or ecology: they focus rather on the technological solutions of existing problems (renewable
energies, water pollution, transportation systems, dangerous waste disposal) (Veronica, 2015;
Hnutí Duha, 2015). On the other hand, there are local, less formal and sometimes temporary
initiatives for which the sustainability in cities represents mainly the issue of community
building, alternative way of life and consumption, and user-friendly and accountable and
transparent political administration (cycling, car sharing, community gardening, reclaiming of
city public spaces (Interview 1). Here the interest stems rather from personal situation of
activists (housing problems, experience with the political administration, experience with the
situation abroad etc.) than from any general commitment to environmental (or any political
and ideological) principles or deep ecology perspective (Salamon, 2014).

Power Positions of Actors: the Case of Brno
The power position of the public sector stems from its capacity to issue binding sub-legal
norms that specify or elaborate existing norms or legislation of superior administrative levels i.e. regional and national parliaments and governments. Less formal power position of the
public sector lies in its contracting out different services and goods where political principles
and norms may be demanded from the external contractors. In terms of sustainable
development, it is the municipal authority of Brno that has regulated the waste management,
maintenance and protection of the greenery in the city limit (City of Brno, 2015a). It has also
decided on the transportation in the city (broadening of cycling or pedestrian zones) or on the
re-/construction of buildings and changes in urban planning. At the same time Brno has issued
a series of policy papers that outlines the strategy of the city in particular areas (City of Brno,
2015b). So far the municipal authority has issued strategies on air, cycling, and energies and is
working on sustainable mobility in the city and on smart governance thereby signalling the
changes in the public discourse and encouraging the citizens, non-profits and business to
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follow the principles of sustainability (and requires these to be fulfilled at public contracts or
funding of various projects). Generally, in recent several years the activity of municipal
authority in the field of sustainable cities has dramatically increased and the city aims at
fulfilling its potential as the most powerful actor in the field. These powers are not to be found
in the case of Brno district authorities, which do not have their own legal subjectivity, and act
only on behalf of the city and cannot issue sub-legal norms and regulations. These typically
take care of construction supervision, culture, transportation (parking places, maintaining the
greenery, local waste management) (City of Brno, 2015c). Some of the districts are much more
active in organizing e.g. electricity auctions for their citizens, providing them with cheap
composters, or running a small ZOO. Some districts closely cooperate with citizens and
volunteers e.g. on cleaning the environment. In fact, the differences among districts in terms of
their activity and assertivity in the field are remarkable (City of Brno, 2015d).
The power position of corporations and business actors are hard to evaluate. The former
political representation of the city was many times accused in the media on the conflicting
interests of some politicians and on the close interconnection between them and
representatives of business (gaming automats, developers, construction companies), some
cases of corruption were also punished (Lukšová 2011). These accusations together with the
elitist way of managing the city gave way to political change in 2014. However, the main new
party (ANO) that won the elections is rather populist and technocratic one, with
representatives coming from different firms and business organizations (new mayor held a elite
managerial position in A.S.A. waste management company before being elected). In other
words, while some corporations had close relationship with previous elite, the situation is
rather unclear at the moment (Nohl, 2014).
The power of non-profits and citizens is much weaker, but has strengthened recently. The city
started to involve citizens into the policy processes e.g. during the preparation of strategic
documents (Area Planning in Brno, Smart City Brno, Sustainable Mobility Plan for Brno) where
citizens were invited to comment on their drafts. The same applies also for non-profit
organizations. After last local elections, representatives of local activist groups (Brnění, Žít
Brno) were elected and the access to non-profits to the public administration in Brno generally
opened (Daniel, 2015). One of the examples may be the preparation of the reconstruction of old
city stadium that was required by these groups. This opening was also due to the fact that
Green Party that is typically connected to many environmental NGOs has become a member of
governing coalition in Brno (Veronica, Nesehnutí) (Green Party, 2015).

3.2.5. Conflicts and Collaboration and Power Relations between actors
Czech Context in General
Generally, we do not see much inter-sectoral cooperation in the field of sustainability in cities,
but there are some exceptions: one of them being the Local Action Groups that are based on
the principles of local partnership among public administration, non-profits and for-profit
organizations and organized according to the LEADER method. However, these focus rather on
rural regions´ development than on larger cities. Furthermore, some initiatives aiming at
implementation of local indicators of sustainable development and promoting environmental
reporting may be mentioned (TIMUR - an initiative for local sustainable development
cooperating with public officials and enterprises, etc.) (TIMUR, 2015).
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There are some important instances of cooperation among the public institutions in the field in
order to coordinate the solution of local problems. One of the most important are the Local
Agenda 21 (association of cities and municipalities that aims at implementation of principles of
sustainable development on the local and regional level through the improvement of public
administration, strategic planning and inclusion of the public into the processes of public
administration - see also international field description) (Ministry of Environment, 2015) and
National Healthy Cities Network (founded in 1994, consists of more than 100 member cities
and municipalities), association of cities and municipalities that aim at healthy and sustainable
cities and attempt to achieve this in cooperation with the inhabitants) (National Healthy Cities
Network, 2015).
The nonprofit sector in the field of sustainable cities is represented by single organizations or
by their associations. Generally speaking, roof associations are far more powerful in terms of
their influence in the field: they have both advanced advocacy capacities compared to single
NGOs (are invited to advisory bodies of the government etc.) and larger resources (economic,
symbolic, human). One of the most important environmental associations of NGOs is the Green
Circle (advocates the interests of member organizations, provide member with information,
represents them in various governmental councils etc.). The second type of organizations are
single NGOs. However, some of them function more like a federations with a dense structure of
local branches all over the country rather than single organizations. This is the case of ČSOP,
that consists of more than 300 local member groups. However, associations or such large
federations are rather unique feature of Czech non-profit sector involved in the field of
sustainable cities: this is also due to the fact that Czech non-profit sector has been traditionally
focusing on “small ecology” and “conservationist” issues instead of broader and advocacy
related topics (Vaněk, 2005).

Conflict and Collaboration in the City of Brno
Similarly we may speak about significant fragmentation of the non-profit sector in Brno in the
field of sustainability in cities: there are both professionalized NGOs but also local citizens´
initiatives and groups dealing with the issue but their mutual cooperation is rather rare.
Representatives of professionalized environmental NGOs is e.g. Hnutí Duha (Rainbow
Movement) that aims at changing the legislation and policies related to use of fossil fuels,
Nadace Partnerství (Partnership Foundation) that provides NGOs with the resources on the
care of public space and renewable sources of energies, Ecological Institute Veronica
(environmental education, model projects of sustainable development), and others. At the
same time there are small community projects organized by the citizens and youth (e.g. Rekola,
Nakoleon, Brnění and others) aiming at sustainable cities whose main resource is the
enthusiasm of citizens, in contrast to the know-how and professionalism of NGOs (Interview
2). More often we may witness the cooperation among the professionalized NGOs (with
innovative ideas and projects) and the public sector (with sufficient resources) than among
professionalized NGOs and citizens´ local initiatives.
If the non-profit sector is fragmented in terms of its composition and interests, a very similar
picture may be observed also among actors from business. Major actors from the commercial
sector in the field are represented by the developers and construction firms and waste
management companies (Interview 1, 2, 4, 5). Even if the sector is unified by its goal to achieve
the profit, there are also other important factors here. First, some of the commercial actors
need to gain public acceptance and legitimacy and thus engage in CSR activities which bring
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them to the field. These are e.g. construction firms that emphasize the environmental
sustainability of the urban space in order to gain public reputation. At the same time, more and
more construction companies started to specialized in projects that are environmentally
friendly as they follow the changing patterns in public policies (i.a. in relation to EU
environmental programs and funds being spent on sustainable projects - such as “Green to
Savings” framework) and seek for public contracts both with public and non-profit sector (EPC
projects aiming at implementation of energy-efficient technologies) - the example being the
construction of Moravian Provincial Archive building in Brno).
The area of waste management is much diverse and split among two major parts: on the one
hand there are “old” (and sometimes even publicly owned) groups that traditionally deal with
waste burning or dumping and that effectively prevent any change of legislation (2001) from
taking place. On the other hand, there are some national branches of international
corporations headquartered from Western Europe (e.g. SUEZ Environment) that has the knowhow and technologies suitable for recycling and reusing the waste, however the national
legislation still do not favour some extensive change in the area and thus marginalize
alternative approaches: these may be preferred e.g. by selected municipalities that are more
progressive than the others.
There are some examples of partnership between the profit, public and non-profit actors, as an
cooperation on the preparation of mobility framework of Brno Technology Park (profit-nonprofit cooperation), project of Smart City Brno (implementation and use of new information
and communication technologies in the city management, invitation of citizens´ participation)
or provisional reconstruction of the riverbank or new football stadium (volunteers, civic groups
and firms were involved) (Interview 1). At the same time, many conflicts between the three
sectors also arise. These are usually disputes between profit sectors and the other ones. One of
the examples is the construction of the shopping mall in the very city centre of Brno (Špalíček
Shopping Centre was successfully completed despite the negative attitude of the citizens, nonprofits and part of public officials), attempts to build an underground parking centre in the city
centre or efforts to modernize the old train station by its displacement from the city centre
(Interview 2, 4). These are typical local conflicts that rage between the non-profit sector,
citizens´ initiatives and part of the public representatives (usually a dissenting groups of
politicians with close ties to Green Party or informal political groups) and corporations
together with established major political forces (in Brno typically Civic, Christian and Social
Democrats) (e.g. Endless dispute, 2013).

3.2.6. Key Trends and Examples of Social Innovation in Brno
The last decade in the field of sustainable development in Brno was signified by slow but
observable shifting power positions of particular actors. These shifts to a large extent mirrored
the situation in the country.
On the national level the rising influence of alternative perspectives on societal development
became legitimized and institutionalized through the establishment of Government Council on
Sustainable Development (2003) and preparation of new strategic documents and policies
(State Environmental Policy - 2004, Strategic Framework of Sustainable Development in the
Czech Republic - 2010, State Policy of Environment - 2012, Report on Environment in the
Czech Republic - 2013) (see Ministry of the Environment, 2004; ibid., 2010, ibid., 2012; CENIA,
Ministry of the Environment, 2013). According to expert interviews, however, these documents
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are not determining in the case of municipalities (Interview 1, 2). Experts often consider these
materials as “not in touch with the real world” and prefer the conceptions that were introduced
on the municipal level.
In case of Brno these are Strategy for Brno (first time in 2002), Primer on Air, Primer on Bike
Transportation, Smart City Brno strategy (2014) or Sustainable City Mobility Plan (2014) (see
City of Brno, 2015b). Brno is also part of several networks that help with the preparation of
sub-legal norms related to sustainable development (e.g. National Healthy Cities Network since
1994).
Furthermore the question is to what extent these activities were enforced by the Czech
accession to EU or by the pressures exerted by the voters and public. It is for sure however, that
access to new funding options both for profit, non-profit and public actors affected their
activities and strategies: Ministry of Environment launched a series of new funding framework
emphasizing the issue of sustainability and even the concept of social innovations have started
to be reflected in other than academic circles.
However this dynamics has met also another tendency which is the (again, historically
embedded) criticism of the citizens towards their public officials and established parties. This
has significant consequences during the national parliamentary elections in 2010 and 2013, but
continued also during the municipal elections in Brno in 2014 (won by populists and recessists
movements that entered the executive coalition with Christian Democrats and Green Party).
Since the early 1990s the key representatives of the profit sector that have effectively privatized
significant part of political elite exerted pressure on decision making in particular areas
(especially on area planning, urban development, transportation etc).
The rising conflicts appeared during the first half of new millennium: civil society actors have
always entered into conflicts with the city representatives and corporations, but they did not
use to be taken as serious partner. This started to change also because the political
opportunities started to change, as parties with connections to local civil society got larger
political power (Green Party became markedly more represented in the municipal parliament in
2002 and became member of municipal government in 2006) but also because of external
pressures (harmonization of law with EU before the access of CR into EU - EIA principles etc.).
This changing context contributed to the rising self-confidence of civil society actors and to
unprecedented campaign against the coalition of developers and public administration in 2001
over the construction of shopping mall in the old town, which continued on different occasions
(against relocating the main train station from the downtown in 2003 - and is continued till
today, the construction of underground parking centre in the old town in 2010, or instrumental
changes in area planning proposal in 2015). The growing acceptance of civil society actors may
be also illustrated on the attitude of public administration towards more radical grass-root civic
initiatives (Nesehnutí, Protestfest) where the soft repression was slowly changed for silent
acceptance or even cooperation in some cases (negotiations over the foundation of an
autonomous social centre).
While traditional and professionalized NGOs (Veronica, Hnutí Duha, Brontosaurus) has not
displayed any significant changes, as they primary activities are usually not - for historical
reasons - related to advocacy and politics and sometimes follow rather funding than social
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opportunities, many new actors started to flourish. These “new” non-profits emphasized
sustainable development in much wider sense than the green NGOs: promotion of cycling
subcultures and infrastructure (Brno na kole in 2009), car sharing (Autonapůl in 2010), bike
sharing (Rekola in 2014), bio food production and distribution (Biosad in 2010), composting
and urban gardening (KOKOZA in 2010) or community gardening (KPZ in 2012) (see Brno na
kole, 2015; Autonapůl, 2015; Rekola, 2015; Biosad, 2015; KOKOZA, 2015).

Expert reflections on the social innovations in the field of sustainable cities
There are many innovative patterns that are perceived and also realized by the experts from the
public institutions, non-profit sector and business.
One of the most important ones was the activities focusing on the support and development of
environmentally friendly way of life. These consisted typically of car sharing, broadening of the
cycling infrastructure, or promoting new technologies in car industry. Furthermore, there were
issues related to the waste management and reuse (including the redistribution of used
things/food to third persons), in contrast to its burning or dumping. Third, local production of
food, goods and services has become an important feature of Czech cities recently, consisting
of bio products, farmers´ markets and locally grown food. Finally, a rising public interest in the
use and transformation of public space may be highlighted - after the first wave of “reclaim the
streets” movement in 2000s, there is now much wider and less ideologically profiled effort of
citizens to discuss and influence the public architecture and urban planning (public buildings,
parks, playgrounds etc.). These innovations are described as having been produced in last
several years and as being based on the individual enthusiasm and creativity of individuals that
succeeded in inspiring its environment than on anything else (Interview 1; Interview 2;
Interview 3; Interview 4; Interview 5)3.

3.3. Field Description of Denmark
3.3.1. Introduction
The Danish approach to environmental sustainability has observed drastic swims summarized
by one Danish researcher as a remarkable move from “an encompassing notion of sustainability
that emphasizes the collective good and inter-and intra-generational equity to a liberalist,
laissez-faire approach that focuses on the private good in the here and now” (Læssøe, 2007,
p247). The extremes in these conditions are represented on the one hand by the governmental
approach of the social democratic government that placed emphasis on the pursuit of
sustainable development during the 1990’s in terms described by another researcher as an
“ideological greening of society” (Andrew Jamison, 2004), and the dramatic changes set in
place after the first straight right-wing majority government in modern Danish history took
place in 2001. The swim in the political agenda starting 2000’s gave a big spur to sustaining
business, economic growth and entrepreneurial actors and was reactive of what they
considered to be increasing regulation by the state, particularly on environmental basis.
This swing had a lasting impact in the approaches to sustainability by civil society and public
participation as well, described as major shift from a more inclusive and participatory planning
approach in the 1990s toward a narrow focus on individual consumer practices and
technological fixes(Læssøe, 2007). From an approach that directly was supporting LA21 and
3

The list of interviewees is available only from country partners
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other local initiatives to a more formalized form of public participation in environmental
matters. Public participation in the new governmental approach was slowly transformed into
public consultation in connection with in planning exercises and environmental assessments.
The swim of political agenda at the national level and the marked period of increasing
formalization of participation may explain in part the absence and no revival of the earlier
radical forms of public engagement and activism in environmental issues that lead to the
success of the anti-nuclear power movement in 1980 (Læssøe, 2007).
The characterization of participation in sustainability in Denmark today offered by these
commentators is explained by one of close relations between parties, civic societal movements
and government agencies (Andrew Jamison, 2004), and, by processes of incorporation and coproduction that involve government bodies, civil society environmentalist and professional
mediators (Læssøe, 2007).
The focus on cities and urban growth has been a complementary new phenomenon in
Denmark, emerging and gaining shape during the 90’s and proceeding until today. This focus
has placed a strong emphasis on a regional strategic growth policy concentrated in the
Copenhagen region, and embodying a new type of state led entrepreneurialism (Andersen and
Ploger, 2007). The focus did not replace other urban policy strategies, but has rather run in
parallel to the other central policy tracks, for example of urban renewal and later urban
regeneration programs, aimed at giving local areas a physical and social lift and improve the
quality of life often through experimental, participative social action schemes. (Andersen,
Ploger 2007, Sehested 2009).
The government in place until May 2015 framed its approach under the banner of a green
transition. To this end it formulated a strategy supported with several Green Investment Funds
since 2012, and expressed in several strategic documents and in political expressed intentions
and legislation as well the focus in cities in its several policy tracks. Accordingly, the green
transition strategy runs in parallel with the economic strategy and a political intention for
further state and civil society entrepreneurship, economic growth, innovation and social
engagement, demonstrating forms of collaboration between parties, civic societal movements,
private sector and government agencies. That has been until recently the type of green
transition that the social democratic block set under underway. In June 2015 a new election
brought back to government the right-wing coalition which from the outset has offered to bring
back a sort of “green realism”. It is at the moment early to understand the momentum and
characteristics that this new approach may take. The rhetoric in all indication will change.
What this will mean to the general management of environmental issues in Denmark will only
begin to unfold in the time to come.
Many cities are actively engaged in defining and acting toward transformations at city levels,
though all cities are not obliged to follow national agendas. One of the experts interviewed in
the field considers that in his account only a dozen municipalities in Denmark are really
actively working to facilitate a green transition at city level.

3.3.2. Policies
In 2011 the new by then social democratic coalition government in Denmark promised that it
will convert the country into a green economy delivering a new binding sustainability strategy,
with fixed targets, time limits and associated indicators to help monitor how Denmark would
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take the lead with this ambitious plan making the country ready for a future where all energy
would be renewable This created high expectations from all actors in society, particularly from
representatives from environmental organizations which at the time declared: "The language
is clear, and this takes account for the weaknesses previously sustainability strategies were
characterized by; since they were full of nice words, but also were non-binding or conceived
within specified time limits” . After two years a new strategy was presented by the government
called "A Sustainable Denmark: Development in Balance" (Et bæredygtigt Danmark-Udvikling i
balance) (Regering, 2014). The strategy however did not introduce a new vision, but it reasserted already known and existing initiatives, plans and objectives. For example, it reaffirmed
objectives already formulated in the energy and climate strategy with its targets for CO2
reduction and, resource strategy goals for increasing recycling of waste.
A key policy document then in environmental area is the Government’s Climate Plan that was
introduced in August 2013. This plan explains the goal of reducing the Danish emissions of
greenhouse gases with 40% in 2020 compared to 1990 levels, in line with the European goal of
reducing emissions with 80-95% by 2050. Hence the Government put forward a framework for
new initiatives in the sectors of energy, transport, agriculture and waste and water
(Regeringen, 2013).
In 2014 the first Act on climate in Denmark was put forward by the Danish Parliament. The
Climate Act establishes an overall strategic framework for Denmark's climate policy. The
climate policy aims to move to a low-carbon society by 2050 with energy supplies based on
renewable energy and with radically lower greenhouse gas emissions from other sectors as well,
while supporting growth and development. The law introduces a Danish Climate Council,
which is an independent expert advisory body and obliges the Minister for climate, energy and
building to present a yearly report on greenhouse gases emissions and how Denmark comply
with international climate agreements. Furthermore, the minister for climate has to present
national climate objectives at least every five years. Climate objectives should have a ten-year
perspective and level of ambition should be pointing towards 2050. The Climate Council is an
independent expert advisory body to promote an academically coherent decision basis for
Denmark's climate policy.

3.3.3. Actors
National and State level
In Denmark, several ministries relate their work to the concept of environmental sustainability
and in terms of reducing emissions of greenhouse gases. Two ministries are directly working in
the field and others involve in sustainability in relation to the specific fields of e.g. transport or
food and agriculture.
The Danish Ministry of the Environment is the most important ministry working in the area
of sustainability and environment in Denmark. From the 70’ies the ministry has been working
to fight pollution and secure clean water. In recent years the ministry has primarily been in
charge of administrative and research tasks in the area of national environment protection. The
Danish Ministry of Environment provides knowledge to the Government as a solid basis for an
environmental policy and management, protecting and developing the environment. The
ministry is responsible for the Danish law on land planning, Planloven. The law ensures that
planning in land use meets the interests of society and contributes to protecting the country's
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nature and environment, so that society can develop by a sustainable means respecting human
conditions of life and the preservation of animal and plant life (Miljøministeriet, 2013).

The ministry has four Agencies. The Environmental Protection Agency and the Danish
Nature Agency are especially relevant in terms of sustainable solutions in cities.
The Nature Agency implements the government’s policies concerning nature and
environment and aims at securing clean water, protecting nature, planning for cities and
landscape and providing information to the public about nature, forestry and land
management of the state forests and wildlife (Naturstyrelsen, 2015).
The Environmental Protection Agency works to protect the environment, nature and people. The
Agency administrates legislation on environmental protection, waste, soil, chemicals,
pesticides, gene technology and the environmental impact of noise and air pollution caused by
transport (Miljøministeriet, 2015a). The Environmental Protection Agency is moreover
responsible for the pool for green enthusiasts, “Puljen til Grønne Ildsjæle”. The pool supports
locally based projects in Denmark and concrete informative projects and debate activities
relating to new methods, products and consumption patterns that promote green
transformation with lower resource consumption. The projects must be bottom-up projects
that strengthen the community, creating new alliances and linking new partners. Projects must
be citizen-focused, behavioral and support the local commitment towards a green
transformation of society (Miljøministeriet, 2015b). According to a professional in the Ministry
of the Environment Greater Copenhagen Area received about 75% of the funds distributed
through the pool for green enthusiasts. As the project has proved to be a success, though
mostly in the capital area, more local funds schemes in several Municipalities are in the process
of being established, mirroring the pool for green enthusiasts.
The Danish Ministry of Climate and Energy is responsible for national and international
efforts to prevent climate change. The Danish Ministry of Climate and Energy was established
in 2007 as a part of the Danish government's increased efforts to promote a greener and more
sustainable society. These efforts include a governmental goal that Denmark becomes
independent of fossil fuels. The Ministry of Climate and Energy is responsible for administering
the legislation of energy supply and energy usage. The Ministry of Climate and Energy is also
responsible for legislation and initiatives that ensure efficient energy usage and energy savings
(Klima-, energi- og bygningsministeriet, 2015).
The Ministry of Housing, Urban and Rural Affairs is working for sustainable urban
development in Denmark. The Ministry is focused on high growth cities, small and mediumsized towns and villages. The ministry provides knowledge and guidance on sustainable
development and supplies funds for energy renovations.
An important state actor in terms of social innovation is The National Centre for Social
Enterprises which is an independent subdivision under the Ministry of Children, Gender
Equality, Integration and Social Affairs. The Centre works to make it easy for social
enterprises to contact and cooperate with the public authorities; strengthen the business
foundation for social enterprises and entrepreneurs by providing guidance on the
establishment, operation and development of their social enterprises; provide knowledge about
social enterprises to partners and stakeholders in the public, private and third sectors. The
National Centre for Social Enterprises hence works to facilitate social entrepreneurship and
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fuel innovations in the social field. There is a strong link between the state and civil society and
market sector, which is encouraged politically. An expert working in the National Center for
Social Enterprises explains that civil society initiatives as well as business initiatives to start
social enterprises are driven by the strong motivations to improve conditions for socially
vulnerable groups. Social entrepreneurship can spark social innovations in term of
improvement of the conditions for people within Denmark as well as outside the Danish
context. The Centre for Enterprises facilitate that social projects can develop a business model
or that a regular enterprise can start a social profile within their business. Most projects in
Denmark target unemployment, but projects within the Center for Social Enterprises area can
also target food waste and other problems related to sustainability.
The Ministry of Business and Growth primarily seeks to improve the conditions for growth in
Denmark. The ministry is also responsible for Denmark's Green Investment Fund. The fund is
an independent loan fund that aims to co-finance investments that strengthen the green
transformation of society. The fund provides loans to private companies, housing associations
and public companies and institutions that initiate projects of energy conservation, renewable
energy installations and better resource utilization.
The Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Fisheries is responsible for The Green Fund for Local
Marketing of Food that aims to support local enthusiasts among organic farmers, associations,
organizations, government agencies, networks and other legal units who work to encourage
local marketing and the development of sustainable food.
Several ministries in Denmark are engaged in sustainability and green transition in Danish
cities. Some ministries focus on supporting and facilitating public and third sector initiatives
through knowledge, guidance and funding possibilities whereas others focus on regulating the
business and energy sector through legislation. Only the Ministry of Business and Growth is
explicitly combining ideas of sustainability with business initiatives, and encourages green
transition through business projects.

Market and Third Sector Actors
In Denmark the private sector is very interested in green transition and national policy and
legislation is not developed enough to comply with the private enterprises wishes and goals in
term of green transition’, this was the observation of one interviewee from the market sector.
The expert sees a tendency towards a “green culture” where companies wish to move
production or offices to municipalities that are actively working to support green transitions.
In the field of the market “Green Enterprises of the 21st Century” is a project initiated by the
private interest group Danish Industry, the The Environmental Protection Agency, Green Cross
Denmark and University of Aalborg. Green 21 is a digital toolbox aiming to give enterprises
easy-to-use tools to help them promote their environmental efforts and benefit growth,
product development and communication (Green 21, 2015).
In the Third Sector, the non-profit sector CONCITO, a Danish green think tank, works to
achieve the IPCC target of limiting global warming through analysis and suggestions on policy,
economy and technology. Another important task for CONCITO is to inform the public about
climate change and finding green consumer initiatives and solutions, which citizens can apply
to their everyday life (CONCITO, 2015).
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Another important player, the non-profit organisation “The Ecological Council”, is founded in
1991. The main objective for the organisation is to promote sustainable development through
academic dealing with environmental policy and by informing politicians as well as the general
public (Det Økologiske Råd, 2015).
From the market and third sector side there are numerous other actors representing specific
interests at the national level like the Danish Cycling Federation, or the Federation of Danish
Motorist. At local level there are hundreds of smaller actors in the form of environmental
associations of variety of sizes and objectives.

Urban Actors and Power Interest
In 2000 the Danish Parliament merged the Law on Land Planning hereby obliging
municipalities and regions to explain their local Agenda 21 strategy and the concrete goals and
projects that strive for sustainable development. The explanations must touch upon how the
local plan addresses pressures on environment, promotes sustainable urban development and
renewal, promotes biodiversity, and involves the public as well as business in local Agenda 21
projects (Naturstyrelsen, 2015b). Hence national legislation addresses the importance of green
transition at city level.
A turn to urban governance was observed at the end of 1990’s and has continued in the new
millennium in Denmark that emphasized inclusion of new actors in the urban development.
The turn introduced rhetoric of experimentation, participation and partnership linked to
campaigns for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) by creating a more inclusive market. In
policy documents like the “City of the Future” (Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, 1999)
concepts like the “Inclusive City”, the “Creative City” and the “Green City” (which relate to the
Agenda 21 movement) wereintroduced (Andersen, Ploger, 2007).
The critical academic literature has depicted this turn as divided into a category of rather elitist
networks between the top layers of the public and private sector focused on growth, where
actors in the political, administrative and business elite of the city gets together to make
political decisions about large scale urban developments (Gaardmand, 1996) and, the more
open and loose networks oriented towards urban renewal and development with inclusion of
citizens and organizations in civil society (Sehested, 2003)(Munthe-Kaas, 2014). This has
prompted a description of urban development in Denmark as having two separate tracks
(Andersen, Ploger, 2007), one connecting to democratization and urban development with
citizens, while the other is business driven and handled at high level negotiations. “Two
different political strategies, both oriented towards the development of the city are developed
but have a hard time meeting in practice and are represented by different actors in the city and
at a national policy level” (Sehested 2003:19). Sehested goes on to characterize this as a split
between the welfare oriented “domestic urban policy”, which is what we normally associate
with urban policy and the business and growth oriented “foreign national policy” (quoted in
Munthe-Kass, 2014, p.29). Munthe-Kass (2014) sees however this “turn to governance” as a
point of destabilization of the political/administrative system which has allowed for new actors
to enter and gain voice in the urban development (p.29).

3.3.4. Field Structure with focus in Selected City
The field structure is presented with focus in one city. In the case of Denmark the two main
cities of interest for an investigation of sustainability practices are the Capital, Copenhagen,
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and the second largest city in Denmark, Aarhus. An indicator for this priority is the results for
the evaluation of the previously mentioned national public pool for green enthusiasts which
records the number of applications for funding across Denmark for environmental projects.
This gives an idea of the amount and type of grassroots, market and public projects existing in
Denmark. The pool granted 17,5 million DKK to 84 different projects in 2013 and in 2014 the
pool granted 8,4 million DKK. Both years the main share of successful projects was initiated in
Capital Region though also Capital Mid Jutland, where Aarhus is situated, saw many successful
projects.
The projects are mostly initiated by organizations and public institutions, rather than by
individuals or private institutions. Most of the successful projects granted by the pool are
organizations’ projects. Also municipalities and other public institutions have been granted
money to their projects (Miljøstyrelsen, 2014; 2015). Thus the evaluations of the pool for green
enthusiasts indicate that the two largest cities in Denmark are the ones fostering successful
new projects on green transition. In the next section the case of Aarhus will be presented
shortly and hereafter the case of Copenhagen will be presented in depth.

Aarhus
The second biggest city in Denmark, Aarhus, has decided that the city should be CO2 neutral by
2030. This goal entails co-operation between municipality authorities, businesses and
knowledge institutions. The Climate Plan for Aarhus 2012-2015 hence focuses on enterprises
and citizens, as they will be responsible for a 75% share of the reductions of CO2. An example
that involves private companies and the municipality authorities is a project that aims at
installing solar cells on industrial rooftops. Another example regards knowledge on private
energy consumption among citizens. City of Aarhus initiates a digital platform that informs
citizens on how private homes can be more energy efficient and the possibilities for economic
support for green renovation projects. City of Aarhus creates the framework for the platform
while businesses and enterprises working in the field of green energy and energy efficiency will
be the main sources for information and guidance. In the area of transport the City of Aarhus
works to improve biking lanes (City of Aarhus, n.d).
As the front running effort the city is offering Smart Aarhus is a digital marketplace established
in order to generate value and help solve societal, environmental and economic challenges. The
project is initiated by The City of Aarhus, in partnership with The Central Denmark Region, The
Alexandra Institute, Aarhus University, VIA University College, IT-Forum, Creuna, and
Systematic. In addition with a wide range of public and private companies and citizens who
have been and are still getting involved in concrete projects. Through collaboration between
the public and the private sector, citizens, the business community, and knowledge
institutions, Smart Aarhus offers a platform for everyone, who wants to make use the
opportunities of digitalization across sectors and hierarchies. Smart Aarhus involves citizens in
the development of projects like in the project Digital Neighbourhood, where the traditional
communication model is flipped upside-down, and issues raised by citizens form the basis of
new city initiatives. Smart Aarhus favours sustainable solutions as seen in the project
RADICAL, where a digital chip for bicycles makes traffic lights turn green and helps cyclists to
an easy passage through the city. Furthermore, Smart Aarhus uses participatory models for
funding as when companies, educational institutions, networks, and individuals make Internet
Week Denmark possible by crowdsourcing events (Smart Aarhus, 2015).
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Copenhagen
Copenhagen offers a great variety of examples of projects that strive to make the city
environmentally sustainable. In 2014 Copenhagen was awarded as European Green Capital due
to several initiatives and visions that Copenhagen presented in particular their presentation
motive “Sharing Copenhagen”. The City of Copenhagen has set several ambitious goals for the
city’s sustainability and liveability. An earlier goal of reducing CO2 by 20% in 2015 compared to
2005 levels was reached in 2011 and today the city has set the overall goal of CO2 neutrality by
2025. Key demonstration innovation trends that were among the main reasons why
Copenhagen was awarded European Green Capital are presented below:

Frontrunner in eco-innovations and green economy
The Copenhagen Green Business Model tackles environmental, economic and social concerns
and serves as an example of green economic development where public-private co-operation is
the core of the approach to eco-innovations and sustainable employment. Copenhagen’s
energy system increases the share of renewable energy in the district heating and the energy
sector is a frontrunner in terms of CO2 reductions in the field of energy production and
consumption.

Meeting social concerns and needs for sustainable mobility
Urban planning in Copenhagen focuses on making the city more accessible for cyclists and less
dependent on cars. The goal is that by 2015 50% of people in Copenhagen will be cycling to
workplace and education place. Moreover Copenhagen’s official municipal policy specifies that
in 2015 all citizens should be able to reach green or blue areas in no more than 15 minutes
(European Green Capital, 2012).
The project “Sharing Copenhagen” was initiated as a respond to receiving the award. The City
thus put together a strategy for sharing the ideas and solutions produced in Copenhagen with
actors and other European cities. “Sharing Copenhagen” presents five themes of action and
interests and during 2014 the city organized events under the five headings: “Good Urban Life
of the Future”, “Resource Effectiveness and Sustainable Consumption”, “The Blue and Green
City”, “Green Mobility” and “Climate and Green Transformation” (City of Copenhagen, 2014).
Because Copenhagen was awarded as the European Green Capital 2014 in respond to
aforementioned innovation trends and because of the ambitious sustainability goals that
Copenhagen has initiated together with a strategy for reaching the goals, there is a myriad of
relevant projects that focuses urban planning on environmental sustainability in Copenhagen.
The city hence offers an advantageous framework for public-, private- and third sector actors to
initiate social innovations that turn the city into an environmentally sustainable city and
therefore is Copenhagen selected as a city for the further parts of this analysis.

Copenhagen: Projects and Actors in environmental sustainability

State actor interacting at the Local level:
The City of Copenhagen manages the city in seven different fields. The Technical and
Environmental administration (TEA) manages the fields of climate and sustainability and is
responsible for growth and development in the city. The TEA manages city planning, urban
renewal projects, building, traffic, roads and parks and cleaning the city, environmental issues,
district planning and urban renewal. TEA handles cleaning and maintenance of the roads and
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parks of Copenhagen; parking control as well as the City’s cemeteries. The TEA sees that
enterprises comply with rules on environmental protection and regulates projects in line with
climate pans and area planning policy.

Local legislation and policy setting
Two pieces of policy on city planning in Copenhagen are especially relevant for the structural
frame for green city planning; the plan for the City of Copenhagen, Kommuneplan for
København, and the plan for all the municipalities of the capital, Fingerplan 2013.
The “Finger plan” is the overarching framework for the five municipalities of the capital in
terms of municipal planning and development. The plan does not directly determine the
individual level of action, but has influence on how municipalities can plan new urban or
outdoor areas (Naturstyrelsen, 2015c). The Finger Plan of 2013 focused on green transition in
terms of climate adaption and resilience in city planning. The plan initiates that rainwater is
collected in green areas and re-used, instead of running directly into the drains. The plan also
initiates construction of green recreational areas and improvement of mobility. Lastly the plan
initiates green business investments and green enterprises in the capital (Naturstyrelsen,
2015c).
The municipal plan for the City of Copenhagen focuses on sustainable growth by creating jobs
and developing new environmental solutions through inter-sector collaboration. Hence the
planning program refers to the collaborative project of sustainable cooling systems in the new
building project in the sustainable neighbourhood at Nordhavn (City of Copenhagen KP11,
2015).
The main piece of policy in the field of sustainable city planning is the “Copenhagen Climate
Plan KBH 2025” that stipulates CO2 neutrality in Copenhagen by 2025. The Technical and
Environmental Administration of the City of Copenhagen and the Mayor of Copenhagen put
the policy forward in 2012 (City of Copenhagen, 2012).
The Climate plan is integrated in the general development of the City of Copenhagen and thus
supplements other initiatives of environmental sustainability in city planning. For example the
Municipal Plan 2011 “Green Growth and Quality of Life” (Grøn vækst og livskvalitet) frames the
strategic planning of Copenhagen, while the “Copenhagen Climate Resilience Plan”
(Klimatilpasningsplan) takes into account physical and spatial challenges regarding climate
change (such as floods). The Climate Plan also integrates with other plans; local plans, the
Agenda 21-plan, the “Plan for Green Mobility” (Handlingsplan for Grøn Mobilitet), the
“Copenhagen Municipality plan for resources and waste” (Københavns Kommues Ressource- og
Affaldsplan), the “Biking Strategy 2025” (Cykelstrategi 2025) and the “Vision of Environmental
Metropolis” (Visionsplanan Miljømetropolen 2015).
The Climate plan stipulates CO2 neutrality in Municipality of Copenhagen by 2025 and aims at
improving green growth and the development of a green city. Hence the goal for the Climate
Plan is to invoke solutions to meet climate change, primarily centred on reduction of CO2
emissions. These goals are arranged in four innovation themes; energy consumption, energy
production, green mobility and a green business plan for Municipality of Copenhagen.
The environmental concerns are paired with social concerns. Liveability and environmental
sustainability are hence two sides of the same coin. Clean air, less noise and green and blue
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areas are seen as important factors for citizens’ quality of life in the city. Moreover Copenhagen
will assure 90% organic food in its institutions as well as increasing level of organic food in the
city’s general food consumption to 20%. Another point of social concern is creation of green
jobs and enlargement of a green sector.
The Climate Plan Copenhagen 2025 invokes cooperation and integrates actors from public,
private and third sector in order to reach the goal of CO2 neutrality in 2025. Citizens in
Copenhagen also play a pivotal role in terms of changing their daily habits. The structural
conditions for a transition to CO2 neutrality is hence paired with a hope that citizens will
choose green transport instead of private cars and that they will sort their waste and isolate
their homes, among other things (City of Copenhagen, 2012).

3.3.5. Key Trends and Examples of Social Innovation in Copenhagen
The City of Copenhagen aims at becoming the first CO2 neutral capital in the World by 2025. A
main theme is hence on techniques and practices that can help reducing the CO2 consumption
on all levels of society. As public, private and third sector actors are responsible for greenhouse
gasses emissions, they are all part of the overall strategy and policy. Hence public authorities
are much focused on collaboration in terms of reducing emissions.
Another key aspect of the case of Copenhagen is the strong focus on green growth, as well as
the fact that many private enterprises have initiated projects of transition to greener practice.
Hence the business arena seems to be of great importance for Danish policymakers as well as
for the actual changes in societal structures of production. The green growth perspective is
interesting in terms of how the two words “green” and “growth” are prioritized in concrete
projects cross the private sector.
Hence these two tendencies point to the power of public and private institutions in defining
and conducting Copenhagen’s green transition. The sphere of the third sector is hence not as
important in terms of green transition to a sustainable city. This said civil society in
Copenhagen is very engaged in transition to a sustainable everyday life. In the field of nutrition
the civil society is a main actor for changing habits. The state actors have focused on the
energy and transport sector rather than the agriculture and nutrition sector, and hence most
projects that reform food and shopping habits stem from civil society. An overview of the
initiatives is followed presented according to six Areas of Action to which the city has granted
focus:

Area of Action 1: Climate Plan Copenhagen 2025 innovation themes

Energy consumption – innovation of heat, electricity and building
7% of the reduction in CO2 emissions by 2025 will come from changes in energy consumption.
The Municipality of Copenhagen aims at reducing energy consumption improving conditions
and developing methods for energy efficient building projects and promotion of solar power.
The Municipality of Copenhagen will partner up with organizations in order to diffuse new
knowledge on building solutions and with knowledge institutions and relevant actors in the
building sector initiate guidelines and inspiration for renovation and improvement of old
buildings’ energy efficiency. The municipality will supply financial support for energy efficient
initiatives in gentrification projects. Finally the municipality authorities will integrate energy
efficiency with user-friendly solutions.
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Energy production – innovation of energy sources
74% of the reduction in CO2 emissions by 2025 will come from changes in energy production.
Production of electricity, heating and acclimatization should be based on renewable energy
such as wind energy, biomass, geothermal energy and waste. The biggest reductions will be
initiated by way of windmills and a new biomass-fed heating plant. The liberalization of the
waste sector poses a challenge, as the transition to CO2 neutral fuel requires waste sorting.

Green mobility
11% of the reduction in CO2 emissions by 2025 will come from changes in mobility structures.
50 % of all transport to schools and workplaces should be by bike, collective transport or by
foot. Bus-transportation and work-related transportation by any vehicle should use biopropellants or electricity.

The Green Municipality of Copenhagen
Municipality of Copenhagen will correspond to 2025 goals by adapting public municipal action
to the aforementioned innovation strategies. This is primarily to be done in terms of public
building renovation and building projects, and in terms of municipal officials’ transportation.
Moreover street lighting must decrease in energy consumption with 50%. Hence the City of
Copenhagen aims at being a frontrunner and a case example of the transition to CO2 neutral
practice and contribute to CO2 reduction with 2% of the overall CO2 reduction in Copenhagen
in 2025.
The innovation themes coined in the Climate Plan for Copenhagen 2025 initiate changes of
action in the public, private and third sectors. The reduction of CO2 emission can be reached
only if actors choose to adapt to green technology and green behaviour. Hence the framework
for invoking a transition to green action is the main focus for the City of Copenhagen (City of
Copenhagen, 2012).

Area of Action 2: Information and Education on sustainability
The City of Copenhagen department of sustainable development offers education and teaching
in the field of sustainability for children aged 0 to 18 years at various nature schools and
environment schools in Copenhagen. Through different activities the children learn about
climate and environment, democratic values and action competences in order to shape the
future of sustainable Copenhagen (City of Copenhagen, Department of Sustainable
Development, 2015).
A third sector initiative is the free school The Green School which was started by and is driven
by parents voluntarily, and both schoolteachers and pedagogy trained professionals conduct
teaching. The school’s vision is to educate the first generation of children that ban navigate
and act in a world that calls for social, economic and environmental sustainable solutions (The
Green School, 2015).
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Area of Action 3: Climate protection and livability

The energy sector
In Copenhagen the Greater Copenhagen Utility provides energy (water, district heating, natural
gas and cooling). Danish municipalities in Greater Copenhagen own the Greater Copenhagen
Utility, and energy production is regulated by law.
In line with the Climate Plan Greater Copenhagen Utility work to make Copenhagen a CO2
neutral and sustainable city by building 100 windmills, producing biogas from wastewater, and
by transition of power plant production to 100% biomass. Greater Copenhagen Utility also
initiates innovative projects of reforesting, advising citizens and companies on reduction of
energy consumption and planning construction work to be sustainable, among other things
(Hofor, 2015).
The energy sector works together with providers of technology to ensure eco-innovation, and
hence the model of the Copenhagen Climate Plan initiates green growth by creating jobs in
technology and innovation. The other important arena for green growth is the building sector,
where there will be green jobs in building projects, both in isolating old buildings as well as in
new building projects.
An expert working in a green think-tank confirms, that the energy sector is the main arena for
CO2 reductions in Denmark. The energy sector has been very effective, but she is concerned
that other sectors do not present the same level of initiatives to a green transition. She
especially sees a lack in initiatives for a green transition in the agriculture sector and the
transport sector. She hence thinks that new initiatives in other fields and sectors will come
from civil society rather than from the state.

Mobility
The City of Copenhagen has set the goal that 50% of all trips to schools or workplaces should be
by bike. The City of Copenhagen has an innovative biking strategy, “From good to the world’s
best”, that builds on the same goals as the Climate plan. The strategy implies the construction
of green bike routes, fast biking lanes cross the city and biking lanes with three to four tracks.
This is a strategy to make Copenhageners bike more and feel safe in the traffic. Moreover the
city initiates regulations of traffic lights that match cyclists’ tempi (City of Copenhagen, 2011).
An innovative project is the “I bike Copenhagen” app which is an open source bicycle
navigation app that helps cyclists navigate and plan the fastest and easiest routes through
Copenhagen. Another innovative project initiated by City of Copenhagen is the concept of
“good cyclist karma”. The concept is supposed to motivate cyclists to take care of each other in
traffic, making space at the biking lanes and help other cyclists. The concept promotes
positivity and nice driving on Copenhagen biking lanes through campaigns, posters and
stickers in public space (Cykelistforbundet, 2015).
In 2014 the Government has put forward a national 50 million DKK pool to stimulate
innovative biking projects in public, private and third sector, as was also the case in 2009-11,
2012, 2013 and 2014 (The Danish Government, 2014).
The membership-based lobby organization the Danish Cyclists’ Federation represents Danish
Cyclists. The organization creates better safety and better experiences for cyclists in Denmark.
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The Danish Cyclists’ Federation has a Copenhagen office, where they work to improve biking
conditions in Copenhagen and arrange bike trips around the city. An innovative approach is the
campaign “We Bike to Work” that motivates workplaces and their employees to bike to work in
order to improve health, save money and take care of the environment. In Copenhagen more
than 17.000 employees participate (Cykelistforbundet, 2015).
An innovative project that involves public and private actors is City Logistic Copenhagen. The
project is a private logistics company delivering goods to Copenhagen stores. The concept is
adapted to a Copenhagen context by analysis made by City of Copenhagen, Copenhagen
Business School, DTU Institute for Transport and the Transport Innovation Network. The
company uses electric cars to deliver goods to local stores and thus replaces the transport by
large trucks. All large deliveries are brought to a terminal at the outskirts of the city and
brought to the stores by the company’s small electric cars. The goal is to create green and
innovative transport that reduces noise pollution, greenhouse gasses and air pollution and to
improve safety and the urban environment by reducing heavy traffic (Citylogistik-kbh, 2015).
In relation to car traffic some innovative projects disperse the concept of car sharing. Car2go
offers quick and independent car rides in small vehicles placed around Copenhagen. Signed
members can hop on and off these cars instead of using a private car. This is supposed to be a
convenient service in Copenhagen and is also supposed to reduce greenhouse gasses from
private motoring. Another example of greener car rides is the GoMore platform for ridesharing.
By sharing a ride way both the people offering a ride and the people in need of a ride can save
money and at the same time reduce emissions by sharing the car ride (Gomore.dk, 2015;
Car2go.dk, 2015).

Area of Action 4: Urban design, livability and sustainable city planning
General city planning in Copenhagen aims at improving the city’s liveability through easy
access to green and blue areas. Specific documents were also invoked in this process, such as
the urban life strategy of Copenhagen “A Metropolis for People” (Copenhagen Together 2009)
and the urban life surveys (Copenhagen Together 2011, Copenhagen Together 2013). The
introduction of these elements in the innovation agenda framed its development and created
openings for certain actions while closing opportunities for others.
Copenhagen offers clean harbour baths as something unique as well as access to a newly built
beach area in southern Copenhagen, Amager Beach. City of Copenhagen has named a
neighbourhood in Copenhagen the first Danish Climate Neighbourhood (City of Copenhagen,
2015). The Climate Neighbourhood project is initiated by City of Copenhagen and is a cooperative venture between the Park and Nature Department, the Integrated Urban Renewal in
Skt. Kjeld’s, Urban Renewal, the energy supplier HOFOR and Environmental Centre Østerbro.
The Skt. Kjeld’s Neighbourhood is serving as an example of climate resilience. In this area there
are several experimentation projects centred on avoiding damage from the heavy rain that
results from climate change. Canals that lead rainwater to the harbour serve as a source of
naturalizing urban life. As a part of the installing canals the area is enriched with green
elements as trees, grass and gardens as well as greener life in the backyards as the water is also
used for pouring green areas. In the Climate quarter there is half a million DKK in a pool that
residents can apply for in order to start climate resilience projects in their own yard, garden or
street.
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Another public sustainable city planning project is Nordhavn neighbourhood, the new
waterfront city district by the Northern Harbour of Copenhagen. The neighbourhood is a new
area under construction. Urban development in Nordhavn creates homes and workplaces and
transforms the area from former industrial port to a modern residential and business quarter.
This quarter is certified a sustainable neighbourhood and received gold certification in the
DGNB certification system. The DGNB system covers key aspects of sustainable building:
environmental, economic, socio-cultural and functional aspects. Moreover the neighbourhood
emphasises green transport and offers recreational opportunities and good air quality and
hence improves liveability (By & Havn, 2015).
Carlsberg Byen A/S has initiated a private city-planning project on a former Carlsberg Brewery
site in Copenhagen. The project envisions a sustainable city district that will be attractive to
businesses, residents and visitors. All new buildings in this area are low energy consumption
buildings. The urban spaces of the new area offers recreational activities such as climbing and
skateboarding as well as lively areas for flee markets, art exhibitions and cafes (Carlsberg Byen
P/S, 2015).
Finally the Danish Architecture Centre initiative Sustainable Cities offers a platform that aims
to inspire people and communities around the world and help cities become more sustainable
(Danish Architecture Centre, 2015).

Area of Action 5: Nutrition
In Copenhagen, and in Denmark as a whole, high quality food and sustainably produced food
have become important to a growing number of people. There are numerous projects in
Copenhagen that focus at producing food in a sustainable way, and there is a growing will to
buy and consume ecological products.
At local level many initiatives to start public urban gardens and kitchen gardens have been
started in Copenhagen. Some of the big and relatively organized initiatives are the city farming
projects “GROW” and “Rooftop Tomato” which are urban farming initiatives that creates urban
communities and spread out the local cultivation of vegetables as locals can come together to
grow vegetables. “Rooftop Tomato” focuses on sharing ideas for urban farming and good ideas
and inspires other citizens around Copenhagen to form a local community around gardening
and urban farming (Fælleshaver, 2015; TagTomat, 2015).
Østergro is another type of urban farming where local volunteers work to produce organic food
in a green community where locals can participate in the production or buy the products.
Østergro has started a local restaurant where the locally grown products are served
(Københavnergrøn, 2015).
At a larger scale Copenhagen Food Community is a non-profit membership owned and
member-driven food co-operative. It is an alternative to ordinary supermarket chains and it
focuses on offering organic and biodynamic products that are produced by near Copenhagen. It
is professional farmers who produce the vegetables and members share the tasks of packing
and distributing the food to the local offices, where members can pick up the weekly deliveries
(Københavns Fødevarefællesskab, 2015).
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Area of Action 6: Awareness of Sustainability – communication and knowledge
The City of Copenhagen has a vision to be the world’s most liveable city in terms of a
sustainable city with urban spaces inviting people to green and blue experiences as part of
urban life. The vision is a city for the people and City of Copenhagen focuses on an identity
built around sharing and co-operation in making Copenhagen a liveable city under the heading
“Copenhagen together” (City of Copenhagen, 2007).
In conclusion, six areas of action are identified under which the city of Copenhagen is engaging
in a variety of forms of initiatives and strategies that involve civil society and private sectors
advancing sustainability in the city and climate goals. The areas cover: area 1: climate plan
with several innovation themes related to energy production, consumption, green mobility and
in general a green municipality; area 2: information and communication on sustainability; area
3 on climate protection and livability with focus on the energy sector and mobility; area 4 on
urban design, livability and planning; area 5 on nutrition and area 6 promoting and
communicating awareness in sustainability.

3.4. Field Description of Germany
3.4.1. Introduction
Sustainability is a subject central to the discussion on urban development in Germany. This
discussion is strongly influenced by international policies. Therefore, the references to
international policies in German policies will be discussed first (section 3.2.4.2.). This leads to
the identification of innovation as a central element of environmental sustainability policies in
cities in Germany (section 3.2.4.3.). Afterwards the actors involved on the national level will be
described in order to give an impression of the different interests, cooperations, and conflicts
in the field (section 3.2.4.4.). However, environmental sustainability is always implemented in
practice on the local level. Therefore, in a next step it will be argued for the selection of
Frankfurt on the Main (henceforth referred to as Frankfurt) as a city of special interest when
evaluating environmental sustainability trends in cities in Germany. In order to understand
better what exactly is happening on the city level and who is involved a description of projects,
actors and their aims in regard to the subject will be presented (section 3.2.4.5.). Finally, a
summary will be provided that shows how policy trends are brought into practice by actors on
the local level. This provides an overview of concrete social innovations that are of interest for
further investigation in regard to environmental sustainability in German cities (section
3.2.4.6).

3.4.2. Policies
German policies on urban development and on urban sustainability strongly draw on
international conventions. Therefore, their implementation in German policies will be
described (3.2.4.2.1.). The subsequent reflection on changes in policies over time as well as the
consideration of innovation policies allows for a first overview of general innovation trends in
regard to environmentally sustainable cities in Germany (3.2.4.2.2).

3.4.2.1.

The basis for environmentally sustainable city policies

The goal of sustainability has played a prominent part in German policies since 2002 when the
German government provided a strategy for sustainable development in Germany. This
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strategy directly draws on the ‘Agenda 21’ which was introduced by the United Nations in 1992
and is described in the general field description (cf. chapter 2). Under the title ‘Perspectives for
Germany’ sustainability is understood as a way to ensure future-proof developments by
addressing social, economic, and ecologic issues. Questions specifically concerning
environmental protection are addressed in general but also more concrete subjects such as
preservation of resources, energy, climate protection, mobility, agriculture, and global
responsibility in environmental protection are discussed; more concretely local and innovative
projects resulting from the ‘Local Agenda 21’ on climate protection and energy, new
approaches on transportation and land utilisation are pointed out as positive results
(Bundesregierung, 2002).
However, looking at the related extensive strategy paper that consists of more than 300 pages
the focus is more on social themes; a fact that also becomes visible through the regular
references to policy initiatives such as ‘Social City’ (Soziale Stadt) and ‘Urban Restructuring
East’ (Stadtumbau Ost) which accompany the strategy for sustainable development. The
initiative ‘Social City’ aims at reducing social inequalities and at improving quality of living,
especially in disadvantaged housing areas; for instance, it addresses issues such as work
conditions, accommodation, income, social recognition, schools, and cultural programmes. By
contrast, ‘Urban Restructuring East’ is a programme designed to support the restructuring of
shrinking cities particularly found in Eastern Germany, i.e. regions of the former German
Democratic Republic (Bundesregierung, 2002; Preuss, 19.05.2015).
In 2004 a progress report investigated the advancement of sustainable developments addressed
in the strategy on sustainability. Although this report focuses on sustainable social and
economic developments in general, two aspects have to be highlighted with regard to urban
development: Firstly, a discussion on land utilisation is reported on; the relation between
urban and rural areas has been discussed by relevant stakeholders and the German government.
Secondly, a special focus is put on developments in cities in regard to mobility. In this context
integrated urban development is discussed. Most interesting for the evaluation of urban
development is the recommendation of the ‘Expert Commission for Sustainable Development’
to foster sustainable urban development. This is recognised by the German government as a
necessity for a reversal of recent trends in urban development. The progress report can thus be
understood as a starting point for the German policy to concentrate on sustainable cities in
particular (Presse und Informationsamt der Bundesregierung, 2004). Thereby, sustainability is
to be understood as the aim to advance future-proof urban planning, whereby the focus is not
explicitly on environmental sustainability.
The next important policy relating to sustainable cities in Germany is the ‘National Urban
Development Policy’ issued in 2012 by the German government. It presents a joint strategy of
the German government, the German federal states and municipalities on urban development
and is based on an international convention. This is namely the Leipzig Charter which
formulates common principles and strategies for urban development policies to be
implemented by the respective ministries across the EU member states in order to ensure
sustainable development in European countries (Bundesamt für Bauwesen und Raumordnung,
2010; Bundesministerium für Verkehr, 2012a).
The Leipzig Charter was developed in 2007 and goes back to the global conference URBAN 21
held in 2000 (Bundesministerium für Verkehr, 2012a). It formulates principles concerning
urban development policies in Europe which aim at providing high-quality public spaces,
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modernising infrastructure, and improving energy efficiency; it also focuses on active
innovation and education policies. In this context a special focus should be on disadvantaged
housing areas in cities. For these areas the goal is to develop strategies for revaluation and for
supporting the local economy, the labour market policies, and active education and training
policies for children and young people. Furthermore a high capacity and well-priced local city
transport is to be supported (Bundesamt für Bauwesen und Raumordnung, 2010). Summing up,
social, economic, and ecological aspects are considered in the Leipzig Charter; however, the
focus on ecological aspects is stronger than it was in former policies on urban planning.
The ‘National Urban Development Policy’ is understood explicitly as a joint task of individuals,
local communities, and actors on the federal, national, and global level (Bundesministerium für
Verkehr, 2012a). The aim of the policy is the support of social cohesion, economic
developments, civic engagement, and climate and environment protection in cities. Therefore,
it is conceptualised as an opportunity for stakeholders in the field of politics, administration,
and civil society to develop new cooperations for the communal life in cities. A central part of
the policy is the support and supervision of innovative and cooperative best practice projects.
Civic engagement is regarded as an important element in most of these projects (Deutsche
Bundesregierung, 2010, p. 35).
One central goal of the ‘National Urban Development Policy’ is to enhance and increase the
engagement and sensibility of the public for subjects which are of relevance for cities and local
communities. Further, cities are identified as places especially relevant for the implementation
of the energy transition resulting from the nuclear phase-out decided on in Germany after the
nuclear catastrophe in Fukushima in 2011. This is further related by the government to the
insight that cities are also places for social, cultural, ecological, economic, and technological
innovations which are implemented by creative citizens (Bundesministerium für Verkehr,
2012a).
In 2013 the National Urban Development Policy has been complemented by an instrument for
supporting the work of the German local communities - the ‘Integrated urban planning
development concept in the urban development promotion programme’ (Bundesministerium
für Verkehr, 2012a). The programme provides a guide for local communities that explains how
such an integrated concept can be developed addressing subject-related but also financial and
legal questions; these explanations are illustrated by examples of successful projects observed
in several cities.
The National Urban Development Policy reflects three new trends in urban planning policies in
Germany: First of all, the focus on ecological aspects has become much stronger. Secondly,
cooperation and citizen participation are determined as important elements of urban planning.
Thirdly, cities are identified as places of innovations.

3.4.2.2.

Sustainability Cities and Innovation in German Policies

The observation that cities are places of innovation explains for the relation of German
innovation policies and policies on sustainable urban development. The focus on
environmental sustainability identified by previous ITSSOIN project analyses as a central
theme in German innovation policies already points in this direction (Anheier et al., 2015). In
the central innovation policy titled ‘High-Tech Strategy 2020 - Ideas. Innovation. Growth.’ the
general strategy for innovation themes in Germany is addressed. Thereby, not only aspects
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such as health, nutrition, security, and communication are emphasised as priority issues of
innovation. Also themes important in the context of environmental sustainability, e.g. climate,
energy, and mobility, are focused on. With regard to sustainable cities one identified priority
subject, titled ‘The CO₂ Neutral, Energy Efficient and Climate Adapted City’ is of special
interest. CO₂ emissions and consequences of the climate change are identified as causes of
reduced quality of live in metropolitan areas. Therefore, developments and model regions
which use new technologies and services, enable a technical and natural reduction of CO₂
emissions, use renewable energies, increase the energy efficiency of buildings, transport,
production facilities, and which enhance urban vegetation, should be supported
(Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2010). These goals have been elaborated on in
2015 in the policy ‘City of the Future’ (Zukunftsstadt), a strategic research and innovation
agenda which also lies within the responsibility of the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research. The strategy elaborates in more detail on the challenges, central subjects,
innovation fields, and structural provisions connected to the project CO₂-Neutral, EnergyEfficient and Climate-Adapted City (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2015).
Another approach in the innovation strategy is the involvement of citizens through
participation and civic engagement. The 2002 strategy for sustainable development in Germany
is explicitly referred to as an approach offering multiple opportunities for participation in the
form of consultation and a concrete engagement for sustainable development. Independently
of that, in the innovation strategy the subject of sustainable urban development is addressed in
the context of civic engagement. In regard to environmental protection active engagement of
citizens and organisations in environmental protection are described as important forms of
civic engagement to ensure a safe and healthy environment. A special focus in this context is
on the engagement of residents in urban development. Furthermore, the ‘National Urban
Development Policy’ – in 2010 still in progress, as it has been published only in 2012 – is also
regarded as an instrument to support cities, local communities and regions in order to face
economic, social, ecological, and societal challenges (Deutsche Bundesregierung, 2010).
This reciprocal reference between innovation and urban development policies shows that in
Germany both are strongly connected. This becomes especially visible in the abovementioned
mentioned research and innovation strategy ‘City of the Future’. Already the description of the
strategy implies the understanding that the objective of an environmentally sustainable urban
development is best achieved by efforts in innovation and research. The strategy not only
draws on recent developments and remaining challenges in urban development. It also reflects
on political climate-related goals and the aims of the energy transformation process as well as
on the concept of qualities of the European city. Finally, but most interestingly for innovationrelated issues in sustainable cities, it also identifies seven central future innovation fields in
sustainable urban development (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2015).
Relating these innovation fields to subjects discussed in previous policies on urban
development it can be stated which innovation trends have influenced the field of sustainable
cities in a national context during the last decade or even longer.
Firstly, civic engagement is addressed in the strategy ‘City of the Future’ as one of the central
innovation theme. Civic engagement has been focused on by policy makers since 2010 and at
the same time by innovation and urban development policies (Bundesministerium für Verkehr,
2012a; Deutsche Bundesregierung, 2010). Consequently the focus on civic engagement as an
important aspect of innovation in urban development has already been established five years
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ago. It can thus be assumed that since then innovations related to civic engagement have
played an important role in the field of sustainable cities, however, further innovation
potential is seen for the future (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2015).
Secondly, all policies on environmental sustainability as well as on urban development have a
special focus on the local level. The involvement of the local administration can be observed
throughout the whole policy discourse. It is also described as a central innovation trend in the
current strategy ‘City of the Future’. This implies that innovations in regard to the involvement
of local administrations have been important in the field already since 2002. However, this
process does not seem to be concluded yet (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung,
2015; Bundesregierung, 2002).
Thirdly, the connection of the themes urban development and environmental sustainability has
been somehow disconnected for some time. In 2002 economic questions such as the support of
local industries and business or social subjects in consideration of demographic changes and
the support of disadvantaged housing areas were mostly in focus (Bundesregierung, 2002). Ten
years later, in 2012, a focus on environmental sustainability is also implemented in the
discussion, especially in relation to climate change. Therefore, issues such as energy
management, environmentally sustainable transportation systems, waste management, and
other subjects are now more relevant in the context of sustainable cities (Bundesministerium
für Verkehr, 2012a). The way these new themes are introduced in urban development can be
expected to foster social innovations, as they need to be adapted to the prevailing discussion
on sustainability (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2015).
Fourthly, a similar observation can be made in regard to infrastructure. The improvement of
the infrastructure has always been central to questions of urban development. However, the
focus was on economic and social aspects. On account of the stronger consideration of
environmental sustainability, now also the aspect of energy efficiency is included in this
matter; this new aspect which has to be introduced in an existing discussion may lead to social
innovations, since new and creative approaches to solve a new complex of challenges are
required (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2015; Bundesministerium für
Verkehr, 2012b; Bundesregierung, 2002).
These four innovation fields represent innovation trends that have been present in the field of
sustainable cities since some time. The last three innovation fields mentioned in the strategy
‘City of the Future’ are new to the discussion (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung,
2015):
The first new theme is knowledge management; it is described as an important approach to
sharing information on successful and effective solutions for environmentally sustainable
urban planning. Since a multitude of information on projects, research results, etc., has to be
shared in a way that is accessible for those who search for information, here again innovative
solutions are needed.
The second subject new to the policy discussion is legal regulations that give local actors more
possibilities to act freely. Although the engagement of local administrations and citizens has
been supported in policies for some time now, the revision of legal structures that may prevent
such engagement has not been discussed. This new approach that may give more authority to
local actors is a new development which can be understood as an innovation itself resulting
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from essays to activate local actors who obviously have not been as successful as it was hoped.
That at least can be concluded from the first two prevailing innovation themes, civic
engagement and focus on the local level.
Thirdly, the financial aspect of environmentally sustainable cities is addressed. It is stated that
new ways of funding are needed in order to be able to finance the desired changes.
Summing up, the new innovation themes in the context of sustainable cities are more concrete
than the existing ones. These new themes are innovations related to the solution of practical
questions, e.g. information distribution, finances, and legal regulations. The questions of
innovative actor participation (citizens, local authorities) as well as innovations in the way
subjects are addressed (social and economic challenges enhanced by a stronger focus on
ecological questions) has been discussed since some time. These trends are not only identified
in German policies. They have also been named as central developments by the two
interviewed experts on urban planning4 (Preuss, 19.05.2015, 20.05.2015).
How and by whom these policies and related themes are discussed on the national level will be
described now with regard to the involved actors.

3.4.3. Actors
Sustainable cities are discussed as a cross section subject. In accordance to this, different
ministries are responsible for policies relevant for sustainable cities. This has already become
visible in the policy section. Further, the policies explicitly aim at a multi-stakeholder approach
and assume that the objective of sustainable cities can only be achieved by joint efforts by
state, market, and third sector actors, and research. The best example for this observation is
the ‘National Platform City of the Future’ supporting the research and innovations strategy
‘City of the Future’ recently published by the German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research. This platform consists of several ministries, cities, business firms, research
institutions, and third sector associations (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung,
2015). This approach is strongly supported by the German government which recently stated in
a press release that sustainable urban development is a special focus of the government on the
national and international level and is supported by an inter-ministerial working team. In this
context not only environmental protection but also employment and social cohesion are
challenges that have to be faced. The above described strategy ‘City of the Future’ forms the
basis for this undertaking (Deutsche Bundesregierung, 2015).
However, differences in the responsibility for tasks related to sustainable urban planning can
be detected by comparing responsibilities for the above presented policies. The strategy ‘City of
the Future’ was issued by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research. This accords
with the focus on research and innovation of the strategy that involves a multitude of actors.
However, according to the ministry’s statement, it is again mainly actors from science and
research who are involved (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 23.03.2015). The
focus on urban development is additionally emphasised by the motto of the research year 2015
- ‘City of the Future’ (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2015).

4

The first interviewed expert is member of the department urban planning in the German national
ministry of environment. The second interviewee was recommended by the German CSR-Forum as an
expert consulted by the forum, a scientist studying sustainable urban development since many years.
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By contrast, the ‘National Urban Development Policy’ lies within the responsibility of the
German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear
Safety, again in cooperation with other actors (Deutscher Bundestag, 2013).These are namely
the German government, the German Conference of Cities, the German Association of Towns
and Municipalities as well as the Conference of Construction Ministers (E.K.D.
Internetredaktion, 10.05.2015), (Bundesministerium für Verkehr, 2012a).
Further, ministries deal with subthemes which are also relevant for sustainable urban
development. The German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy focuses on the
subjects energy and technology within the programme for energy efficient cities
(Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie & referat Öffentlichkeitsarbeit), whereas the
German Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure works on improving communication
technologies in the context of the programme ‘Smart Cities’ (Bundesministerium für Verkehr,
2012a).
This division of responsibilities was commented on by the scientific expert on environmental
sustainable urban development interviewed in Germany, as resulting in a detachment of urban
development in regard to social and economic aspects from ecologic goals. The responsibilities
of the ministries are also reflected by the financial support structures provided to local
administration for projects dealing with, for instance, energy efficiency or with improving
disadvantaged housing areas. From the expert’s perspective, local administrations have always
been central to the implementation of environmental sustainability, since they are responsible
for the conceptualisation and implementation of urban planning at the local level. The
described financial support structures encourage local administrations to develop projects on
environmental sustainability that disregard economic and social aspects. Further, on the local
level departments dealing with urban planning and environmental protection often work
independently of each other. Due to different financing possibilities, a competition between
the respective departments instead of cooperation can frequently be observed. As a result,
urban planning processes concerning social and economic questions are often detached from
ecological goals on the local level (Preuss, 20.05.2015).
On the local level cities, towns, and municipalities also form a communal representation of
interests’ vis-à-vis the German government as well as on the European level. At the same time
they offer advice to their members. The two most important actors in Germany are the German
Conference of Cities and the German Association of Towns and Municipalities. This becomes
visible through their influence on policies on the national level. The ‘National Urban
Development Policy’ is one example. The central objective of the German Conference of Cities
is to strengthen the role of the local autonomy (Deutscher Städtetag, 2014), (Deutscher
Städtetag, 2013). In contrast, the German Association of Towns and Municipalities represents
the German towns and municipalities and also considers issues which are important for citizens
(Deutscher Städte und Gemeindebund). With reference to the responsibilities of communal
municipalities another observation made by the abovementioned interviewed scientific expert
is of interest. Local communities decide on the importance of environmental sustainability
themselves. In view of the fact that many communities face dire financial constraints and that
urban planning and environmental protection are executed on local level by independent and
often unconnected departments, the attention for environmental sustainability differs
considerably form municipality to municipality (Preuss, 20.05.2015).
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Apart from considering the interests of the mentioned public representatives, policy makers
often draw on expertise from research institutions. Particularly the Frauenhofer Institute, the
German Institute for Urbanistic, and the University of Applied Science Potsdam are relevant for
the strategy ‘City of the Future’, because the ‘National Platform City of the Future’ consists of
members from these institutions (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2015). The
publicly funded but independent research institutions are named here as representative of
numerous other research institutions, independent ones as well as institutions belonging to
universities and focusing on sustainable urban development.
Similarly, numerous third sector and market actors are involved in processes of urban
development. Again, those involved in the strategy ‘City of the Future’ are named here as
examples for all actor groups which are of relevance in the field. These actor groups are
classical third sector organisations of associations for environment protection. The BUND
(Friends of the Earth Germany) and the NABU (German Nature and Biodiversity Conservation
Union) have, for example, a special interest in the environmentally sustainable development of
local communities and cities (Bund für Umwelt und Naturschutz Deutschland, 20.04.2015a,
20.04.2015b; NABU).
Also business firms show an interest in this subject, e.g. urban development companies such as
the Drees & Sommer AG that offer services related to the conceptualisation of sustainable
cities (Drees und Sommer, 01.03.2013). Further, banks involved in the financing of sustainable
urban development are important for implementing the developed concepts in practice. As a
business development bank, the KfW bank is not only in Germany but also worldwide one of
the most important contact partners with regard to financial questions in urban development
(Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2015; KfW, 26.05.2015).
Another actors are big firms such as Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH which realise that
they have a societal responsibility resulting from their work and thus engage in CSR in the area
of sustainable cities (BSH Group, 2015). This development is also supported by the German CSR
Forum initiated by business firms to discuss CSR activities related to sustainability.
Participants in these forums, which since 2005 take place annually, are representatives from
media, politics, and civil society (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2015; CSR
Forum Deutschland, 2014).
Generally, an effort by policy makers to involve multiple actors in environmentally sustainable
urban development can be observed. The fact that a multitude of actors from state, market, and
science is involved in the strategy ‘City of the Future’ indicates that this is a successful
approach. In relation to this, third sector organisations seem not to be important to the same
extent. In the following it will be illustrated, using the example of Frankfurt, whether this
observation applies on the local level. As the local level is the place where environmentally
sustainable activities are actually executed, this will further allow identifying social innovation
that can be the object of the case study work in the next analytical step of the ITSSOIN project.

3.4.3.1.

Field Focus in a Selected City

Before social innovation projects and actors in Frankfurt can be described (3.2.4.4.2.) it has to
be argued why Frankfurt has been selected as a city of special interest in Germany (3.2.4.4.1).
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3.4.3.1.1.

City Selection

Nowadays most cities in Germany have -environmentally sustainable elements in their urban
development concepts. In order to select a city, we were looking for a German city that stands
out in regard to activities in environmental sustainability. One criterion for the city selection
was the size of the city, measured by the number of inhabitants; this ensured that cities with
comparable challenges with regard to sustainability were analysed. Therefore, only cities with
one to two million inhabitants were selected. For Germany this criterion only applies to the
cities Munich, Hamburg, and Cologne. In order to broaden the selection of potentially suitable
cities, additionally Frankfurt, Stuttgart, and Düsseldorf were considered as eligible, since they
have 600 to 700 thousand inhabitants living in the city and its surrounding areas which are so
closely connected to the city that they can be understood as suburbs of the respective city. If all
inhabitants of the city and those in the surrounding area are included in the count, each of the
three cities has 2.5 to 5.5 million inhabitants. Therefore, with reference to size these cities are
similar to Copenhagen, where 800 thousand inhabitants live in the city itself but 1.5 million
live in its closely related surrounding areas.
When searching for selection criteria to choose one of these six cities, the focus was on cities
that successfully implement environmentally sustainable measures. This decision is based on
the fact that Germany has been selected as a country of special interest, because a highly
cooperative field structure and a high level of interest in the subject on the part of national
policy could be observed (Anheier, Krlev, Mildenberger, & Preuss, 2015). These insights were
confirmed by the field description on the national level. Furthermore, the description of urban
development policies indicates that Germany is a country which very much favours
environmentally sustainable and innovative urban development. From this it has been
concluded that the field can be expected to be a supportive context for successful social
innovations. To gain insights in successful urban planning in regard to environmental
sustainability on the local level, experts were asked which cities could be of special interest
with regard to environmental sustainability; they confirmed the suitability of the approach to
compare rankings or awards related to environmental sustainability by either naming cities
that won awards and are highly ranked or by advising to use those rankings as a selection
criterion (Preuss, 19.05.2015, 20.05.2015). Following this recommendation we searched for
environmental sustainability-related awards and rankings that would help get an impression
on how successful cities engage in environmental sustainability. Interestingly, if prizes are
awarded on the national level, mostly a differentiation between the categories small, mediumsized, and big city takes place.
On the national level two awards and one ranking which are general relevant for environmental
urban planning were identified: the National German Sustainability Award (Deutscher
Nachhaltigkeitspreis), Federal Capital Climate Protection ("Deutsche Umwelthilfe e.V.: Die
Sieger"), and the Sustainable City Index ("Stuttgart führt Städte-Ranking an,"; Dovern, Rickels,
& Quaas, 2012). When considering the cities which rank among the top three when these
awards or rankings are granted, mostly smaller cities such as Karlsruhe or Heidelberg appear.
Especially often Freiburg is named among them. Searching for the six cities that are predefined
as cities of special interest due to their size (Munich, Hamburg, Cologne, Frankfurt, Stuttgart,
and Düsseldorf) only Frankfurt on the Main and Stuttgart get one of the top three places (each
city once). This gives the impression that smaller cities have an advantage in rankings on
environmental sustainability. This is understandable, since problems of air pollution,
transportation, etc. are more relevant in cities with more than one million inhabitants.
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Therefore, also international rankings that concentrate on big cities are interesting for finding
out which of the six big German cities, compared to others, are awarded environmental
sustainability prizes.
On the international level the European Green City Award granted by the European
Commission and the ARCADIS Sustainable City Index as worldwide rankings considering
social, economic, and ecologic measures, can be mentioned. When looking at all finalists of the
European Green City Award in the period from 2010 to 2016, we find again only two of the six
selected big cities in Germany among them. Hamburg was selected as a European Green Capital
in 2011. Further, in 2014 Frankfurt ranked as second city, right after Copenhagen. The
ARCADIS Sustainable City Index compares 50 cities, whereby for Germany only Berlin and
Frankfurt are included (Acardis, 2015).
Across all national and international awards and rankings Frankfurt stands out as the city being
finalist in three of five rankings. Only Freiburg appears equally often in the rankings.
Furthermore, Freiburg was named by both interviewed experts as an outstanding city amongst
cities engaged in environmental sustainability. However, it has to be excluded from the
selection due to its size of only 220,000 inhabitants (Preuss, Interviews carried on the
19.05.2015, 20.05.2015).
Therefore, Frankfurt was selected for a more detailed analysis in regard to environmental
sustainability in urban planning. The success of Frankfurt in these rankings is especially
interesting because it appears not only in an international context, where Frankfurt is a
relatively small city, but also in a national context, where Frankfurt is one of the six biggest
cities.
3.4.3.1.2.

Frankfurt projects and actors in environmental sustainability

Frankfurt demonstrates a growing interest in environmental sustainability in its attention and
efforts made to take part in a competition, write a well presented application and excel to win
an award as a result of consistent work shown when applying for it. As a result the question
arises as to whether this interest is aroused by public administrations or whether it is based on
civil society or market activities that have been adopted by policy makers and thereby allowed
for the success in regard to the rankings. To gain further insights in these mechanisms, in the
following the actors in environmental sustainability in Frankfurt will be presented. However,
their activities are embedded in a general policy setting of Frankfurt. This will be presented
first in order to describe general developments in environmental sustainability from 2007 until
today.

The local policy setting
Similarly to the national level, state actors in Frankfurt mainly engage in conceptual tasks. At
first glance neither of the city’s concepts on urban planning from 2007 and 2012 focused on
environmental sustainability. In both concepts high quality of the city as a living environment
and mobility are important elements. The focus is thus on social aspects. In 2008 the agency of
urban planning formulated general principles on urban development that are based on the
Leipzig Charter and underlie the current concept from 2012. Thereby, further participation by
cooperative planning is aimed at. However, although environmental sustainability is not
explicitly mentioned, the importance of demographic and climatic changes is described as a
reason for a paradigmatic change in urban planning. The decision to apply for the Green City
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Award in 2011 is described as one indicator for the focus on environmental sustainability (Stadt
Frankfurt am Main, 2006; Stadt Frankfurt- Stadtplanungsamt, 2013).
Concepts provided by the Department of Environment and Health in the Frankfurt
administration concentrated on environmental sustainability more explicitly; in 1990 the
department created the subunit Energy as a communal agency for energy which is responsible
for the implementation of the city’s concept on energy and climate in Frankfurt. Important
aspects of the concept relate to nutrition, energy efficiency, climate protection, and saving of
electricity (Stadt Frankfurt am Main).
This conceptual separation of urban development tasks and environmental sustainability goals
indicates that a separation of both themes, also described as a common trend on the local level
by the interviewed research experts, prevails in Frankfurt (Preuss, 20.05.2015). However, some
measures initiated on the basis of the concepts give a different impression. This observation is
due to the fact that the aims of the concept on energy and climate are not implemented though
activities by the local administration itself. The local administration initiates events and
networks that aim at providing information and education for citizens. The above mentioned
energy unit regards it as its task to coordinate these activities. Examples regarding the saving
of energy are: offers of counselling relating to energy saving, the participation in the event
Earth Hour 2014 within the framework of which people are encouraged to turn off the lights for
one hour, or art exhibitions that thematise the issue of saving energy. All of these activities
also include elements of citizen participation and the enhancement of the public’s awareness
of the subject. How these general policy approaches result in actual projects on environmental
sustainability will be discussed in the following sections.

3.4.4. Key trends and Examples of social innovation in Frankfurt
The key trends are presented in terms of the projects and actors by fields of activity or action
where the bulk of initiatives are described (3.2.4.5.1) and concerning innovation trends more
generally in sustainability related policies (3.2.4.5.2)

3.4.4.1.

Projects and Actors in Fields of Activity

When evaluating projects and actors in environmental sustainability, three general fields of
activity can be identified that differ in their actor constellation: Firstly, activities regarding the
information and education on environmental sustainability. Secondly, projects that are based
on a growing awareness of sustainability. And thirdly, climate protection - discussed in general
or with reference to transport, energy, or building. By describing these three fields separately in
the following sections, actor constellation and actor relations can be identified for the field of
environmental sustainability in Frankfurt.

Field of action 1: Information and education
Regarding environmental sustainability the city of Frankfurt has initiated two projects that
focus especially on information and education opportunities for the public: the projects Green
Belt and ‘Sustainable Learning in Frankfurt’.
The green belt is a coherent green area in and around Frankfurt. The idea of the Green Belt
project is integrated in the urban planning concept to improve the quality of living in
Frankfurt. Two thirds of the area are owned by the city of Frankfurt. The remaining areas
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belong to thousands of owners. This indicates that a high effort of coordination was necessary
to implement the Green Belt (Stadt Frankfurt am Main, 26.05.2015b). The project, started in
1991 by the city of Frankfurt, is complemented by the initiative The Green Belt – Space of
Education initiated by the city’s department of environment. It provides education stations and
guided cycling tours at different locations of the green belt. The aim of the different education
offers is to inform about different aspects of sustainability like climate protection, nutrition,
and sustainable landscape development. This educational approach combines the objectives
formulated in the concept on energy and climate with the idea of green areas in the concept on
urban planning. It is additionally related to the UN convention on ‘Education on Sustainable
Development’, since the initiative was awarded by the responsible German committee as the
German contribution to this programme (Stadt Frankfurt am Main, 26.05.2015a).
The providers of the education offers are not only actors of the local municipality like the
Urban Green Space Planning Office in Frankfurt. Also clubs and associations such as the
MainÄppelHaus Lohrberg, a club supporting the preservation of the traditional meadows for
fruit trees in the area, are partners of the initiative. Another partner of the project Green Belt is
the social enterprise FFMtipptopp. Since 2001 it has provided cleaning services in the Green
Belt that are at the same time activities of work integration for its employees (Ffmtipptopp).
The education-centred approach of environmental sustainability is further visible by the
embedding of programmes in the concept of ‘Sustainable Learning in Frankfurt’. Therefore the
City of Frankfurt established the non-profit network ‘Sustainable Learning in Frankfurt’.
Partners of the network are the responsible departments for Education, for youth and social
affairs, for environmental sustainability, banks, the waste removal service of Frankfurt, and the
energy supplier (Umweltlernen in Frankfurt e.V.). The coordination of the network and the
related education services is done by the non-profit organisation Environment Learning
Frankfurt, which also offers training for pupils like projects on energy saving, water supply, or
mobility with the bicycle (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Natur- und Umweltbildung Hessen e.V.). The
initiative Sustainable Learning in Frankfurt has several supporters. One example is the
consumer advice centre, a non-profit organisation that offers education projects on different
subjects concerning environmental sustainability (Verbraucherzentrale).
Summing up, the Green Belt is a programme that integrates urban planning activities and
projects for environmental sustainability. The concept Sustainable Learning in Frankfurt is less
strongly related to urban planning activities but aims in effect at the same enhancement of the
awareness of environmental questions in the city. This becomes visible by the addressed
themes such as water supply and energy provision. Initiated by the city of Frankfurt, both
approaches can only be implemented with the support and cooperation of a multitude of actors
from state, market, and civil society.
However, there are also educational programmes that are not related to the named
programmes Green Belt or ‘Sustainable Learning in Frankfurt’. One example is the offer of the
Association for Environmental Research, supported by banks, associations, and the city of
Frankfurt (Aeronauten Werkstatt). Another example is training for children in the Palm Garden
or in the Frankfurt zoo. Both projects are financially supported by foundations as well as by
business firms (Palmengarten der Stadt Frankfurt am Main), (Projekt NaturschutzbotschafterZoologische Gesellschaft Frankfurt am Main von 1858 e.V., 22.07.2014). The establishment of
the museum EXPERIMINTA, which is especially designed for children and families and
(financially) supported by a high number of big regional business firms (ExperiMinta), can be
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mentioned too. Furthermore, also churches offer workshops for children and adolescents on
questions concerning environmental sustainability (E.K.D. Internetredaktion, 10.05.2015),
(Evangelische Kirche in Hessen und Nassau, 20.03.2013). These examples show that private
initiatives from third sector and market on environmental education are also established – with
regard to content and also mostly to finances – independently of the education frameworks of
the city of Frankfurt.

Field of action 2: Climate protection
Another general approach towards environmental sustainability is climate protection. A
‘traditional’ example for general climate protection are activities of the federal branch of the
nationally well-established bank Sparkasse in Germany. The Sparkasse Hessen has signed the
charter ‘100 businesses for climate protection’ that aims at enhancing the use of renewable
energies by big business firms in Germany. In accordance with the charter the Sparkasse adapts
its energy supply to water power, establishes power filling stations for cars and introduces
electric cars as company cars (Frankfurter Sparkasse).
A more innovative approach is the initiative Carrotmob that asks people to replace boycotts of
firms with ‘buycotts’. The idea is to support climate-friendly offers of business firms through a
high amount of customers. At the same time these customers make an agreement to consume
the respective climate-friendly product. By means of this flash mob the efforts of the respective
business firm are visibly rewarded (Carrot Mob Frankfurt).
Apart from these examples for climate protection activities of business firms and civil society,
other projects focusing more concretely on sustainable transportation, building, and energy
usage, can be found in Frankfurt.

Sustainable transportation
Frankfurt also initiated the Centre of Excellence Logistics and Mobility as a subdivision of the
company Business Development Frankfurt. As part of the Green City initiative, it has
coordinated electromobility projects, under the label Frankfurtemobil, since 2010. On the
national level Frankfurt thereby creates one of eight model regions in electromobility that is
financially supported by the German Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Affairs.
These model regions evaluate the usability of electric vehicles for commuters and other
individuals. The company ABGnova, which also engages in environmental sustainable housing
and energy saving, participates in the project by evaluating power refuelling and electric
vehicles. Further, the worldwide operating mail-order firm UPS uses electric vehicles and takes
part in the initiative Bike + Business 2.0 within the framework of which employers provide their
employees with electric bicycles (Frankfurt e mobil, 2010), (Wirtschaftsförderung FrankfurtFrankfurt Economic Development GmbH, 27.05.2015).
Many different actors are partners of the project Frankfurtemobil, e.g. Mainova AG - the energy
supplier of Frankfurt, banks, schools, and others. Especially interesting examples of partners
are: ‘Shokes’, an electric vehicles retailer, and Velotaxi Frankfurt that provides not only trishaw
taxi services but also advertisement services for customers (Velotaxi Frankfurt- M.Graf),
("Umweltforum Rhein-Main," 2014). However, it can be observed that business firms are more
often partners of the project than actors from civil society.
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Interestingly, the local transport company traffiQ does not take part in the project, even
though it is the central transportation service in Frankfurt. The company states that it engages
in environmental sustainability by fostering energy-efficient transportation systems and
through activities that promote environmental awareness of the public in regard to mobility,
e.g. counselling in schools and the project We walk to School (traffiQ, 2014). An integration of
this approach that is close to the project Frankfurtemobil has, however, not taken place yet.
Similarly, also science institutions that engage in questions of sustainable mobility are not
(yet?) included in Frankfurtemobil. The University of Applied Science Frankfurt has a Centre
for Logistic, Mobility, and Sustainability that cooperates with multiple business firms in the
region and thereby provides a forum for interdisciplinary cooperations. Well know partners are,
for example, Fraport, operator of the airport Frankfurt, Lufthansa, and the research institute
Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics (3), (University of Applied Science
Frankfort, 2014).
Lastly, also actors from civil society which are not often integrated in Frankfurtemobil, engage
in sustainable transportation questions. The local branch of the General German Bicycle Club
(ADFC) is especially active in Frankfurt. It engages in the representation cyclists’ interest,
including transport policy, and organises events like cycling tours and cyclist festivals, and
offers a bicycle workshop where people can fix their bikes themselves (Allgemeiner Deutscher
Fahrrad-Club Frankfurt am Main e.V.).
In view of the fact that the initiative Frankfurtemobil is only five years old, it would be
interesting to find out if cooperations with yet unrelated actors are planned for the future or if
they are due to conflicts of interests. The activities in environmentally sustainable
transportation are in any case less strongly coordinated than activities related to education and
information.

Sustainable building
To support sustainable building in Frankfurt guided tours in best practice examples of
sustainable buildings in Frankfurt are offered. This project named Climate Tours is aimed at
architects, investors, producers, and representatives of cities and local communities in an
international context. It has been initiated by a cooperation of architects and the Frankfurt
department of energy in order to support the international discourse on sustainable building.
Similarly, a tourist guide titled ‘The energy-efficient Frankfurt’ has been developed. Climate
Tours connects a high variety of partners including architects, institutions, administration
units, building industry, and non-profit organisations (Stadt Frankfurt am Main, 14.02.2013),
(Architektur im Dialog - Wissenstransfer im Netzwerk der Baukultur, 2013).
In Frankfurt, there are also architect’s offices specialising in sustainable urban planning
(BB22). Also housing societies like the well-established Nassauian Homestead that represents
public interests engages in energy-efficient housing projects and electromobility. One example
is the implementation of car and e-bike sharing in a housing block in a quarter of Frankfurt that
is named by the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building
and Nuclear Safety as a best practice example (Unternehmensgruppe Nassauische Heimstätte).
Surprisingly, again no connection to Frankfurtemobile can be found.
Further, the housing society ABG Frankfurt Holding GmbH cooperates with the central energy
supplier Mainova AG by creating the ABGnova GmbH. Their aim is to explore (technological)
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innovations in housing and energy supply, e.g. the provision of renewable energy for passive
houses built by the ABGnova GmbH. The experiences in regard to these subjects are shared
though counselling services with a broad range of actors, namely architects, builders, business
firms, universities, etc. (ABGnova). The Mainova AG is additionally a partner of Climate Tours.
Accordingly, also projects on sustainable building exist in Frankfurt and are well connected
with the project Climate Tours. In this context it is surprising that a big housing society, the
Nassauian Homestead, which engages in sustainable building seems not to be connected to the
project. This gives rise to the question of whether this may be a consequence of conflicts of
interests.

Sustainable use of natural resources
Public suppliers of water (Hessenwasser GmbH und Ko. KG) and energy (Mainova AG) as well as
the waste disposal service in Frankfurt (Frankfurter Entsorgungsservice GmbH) claim that they
consider criteria of environmental sustainability in their work. Further, they engage in
education offers regarding their specific field of knowledge. The waste disposal service has
thereby a public-private partnership with Frankfurt (FES Frankfurter Entsorgungs- und Service
GmbH), whereas the remaining suppliers are independent business firms (Mainova, 2004).
However, the water supplier Hessenwasser GmbH & Co. KG cooperates in the programme
‘Environmental Learning in Frankfurt’ with an education project on water works (Hessenwasser
GmbH und Ko. KG). One speciality of the energy supplier Mainova AG is the financing of a
professorship at the University of Applied Science in Frankfurt on energy efficiency and
renewable energy. The aim of this sponsoring is to support high quality education as an
important cornerstone of future energy economies (AG). Education, sometimes connected with
the education programme of the city of Frankfurt is, in summary, central to these actors.
The public services in Frankfurt provide an own report on sustainability to report on their
activities in regard to economic, ecologic, and social responsibility. This indicates a high
interest in sustainability. Especially the reduction of CO₂ emissions is focused on (Stadtwerke
Frankfurt am Main, 24.03.2015).
Further, non-profit organisations engage in questions of power consumption, recycling, and
support for socially disadvantaged people. The Caritas offers counselling on energy saving for
welfare benefit recipients. The social enterprise organisation GWR (non-profit organisation for
reuse and recycling) operates a recycling centre for electronic scrap and a second-hand
furniture shop. The work is partly executed by people employed in work integration
programmes (GWR Frankfurt). Another example of a social enterprise employing former longterm unemployed persons is ‘Workshop Frankfurt’; funded as an association in 1984 with the
goal of work integration of the long-term unemployed, today it operates several small
businesses such as gastronomy, a second-hand warehouse, painting services, a fashion brand,
and a grocery store. Further, as to environmental sustainability the workshop’s neighbourhood
services and its engagement in the preservation of nature are especially interesting (Werkstatt
Frankfurt. 2015).
Summing up, with respect to the activities concerning climate protection, in Frankfurt there is
a strong cooperation in regard to transportation and building which are both based on projects
supported by the city of Frankfurt. Only as to the use of natural resources no general concept
can be observed. However, the suppliers of energy, water, and waste disposal are partly
partners in education, transportation, and building initiatives of the city. In regard to
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sustainable use of natural resources, especially small businesses that offer work integration
programmes come into existence independently of the city’s activities.

Field of action 3: Awareness of sustainability
Projects concentrating on the awareness of environmental sustainability are mostly networks
initiated by business firms or civil society. Again, three thematic areas can be differentiated:
engagement in sustainability and urban design, nutrition, and sustainability in business firms.

Engagement in sustainability and urban design
Several private initiatives and non-profit organisations in Frankfurt offer opportunities to
engage in the design of the urban surroundings in regard to questions of environmental
sustainability. This can be illustrated by three examples. Firstly, the Come Closer- The
Sustainable Design Forum is a platform for discussion on questions of design and sustainability
aiming at connecting the perspectives of producers and consumers (come closer). Secondly,
‘Designing Frankfurt’ is an online platform provided by citizens to support civic engagement in
their participation in urban development activities. Therefore, information on current urban
development-related projects is shared on the platform homepage (Frankfurt Gestalten).
Finally, the initiative ‘Future Frankfurt’ aims at providing a platform for citizens, business
firms, institutions, and public actors which are in search of or can provide information on a
sustainable lifestyle, and at developing a network as well as at stimulating a discussion on
social and economic issues as well as questions of environmental sustainability. As the
initiative has started its first activities just at the beginning of 2014, it remains to be seen how
these goals will be implemented in practice (Future Frankfurt), (Future Frankfurt, 26.02.2014).

Nutrition
The environmentally sustainable production of food as well as high food quality become more
and more important to a growing number of people. In Frankfurt ,this becomes visible through
several initiatives on nutrition.
The worldwide association ‘Slow Food’ has a local branch in Frankfurt with about 500 members.
The idea of the association is to foster and enjoy high quality food. The insight that regional
products produced by small suppliers are often of high quality leads the association to support
regional food production (Slow Food Deutschland e.V.); (Slow Food Deutschland e.V.). A
similar idea is pursued by local corporations such as the ‘FPS Catering’. As a medium-sized
family-held enterprise it focuses on the usage of regionally and ecologically produced and fairly
traded food (FPS CATERING GmbH & Co. KG). These approaches are better organised by the
‘Citizen Consortium’ which aims at supporting and establishing a network for sustainable
economy in the region of Frankfurt and focuses especially on an ecological food production
(Bürger AG Frankfurt Rhein Main).
A family-owned business offers the citizens of Frankfurt the possibility to privately grow their
own food; within the framework of this project named ‘My Harvest’ people can rent a piece of
land somewhat outside of the city and grow vegetables and fruits (Meine Ernte, 30.04.2015).
Another initiative that follows the idea of urban gardening is the ‘Frankfurt Garden’. It is an
association that since 2013 has been offering opportunities for gardening and thereby
cultivating own flowers, fruits, and vegetables on fallow areas in the centre of Frankfurt
(Frankfurter Garten e.V., 21.05.2015).
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As to nutrition, several non-profit initiatives and small business firms engage in disseminating
the idea of consuming locally-produced and sustainable food. The initiatives are not strongly
connected with each other, even though first initiatives are established to form networks.

Sustainability in business
Lastly, there are many initiatives supporting the integration of environmental sustainabilityrelated elements in various areas of the city, but mainly in the economy sector. Initiators are
often cooperating non-profit organisations and business firms.
The first example for an initiative of executive managers from economy and education as well
as from civil society is the association ‘FINE’. The aim of ‘FINE’ is to support schools, business
firms, and other organisations in order to implement sustainable structures by offering
workshops, counselling, and supervision (FINE e.V.).
An event providing a network and information opportunities for business firms is the
‘PricewaterhouseCoopers Workshop Climate’ held in 2013 in Frankfurt. It offers information
and counselling services for the implementation of a sustainable strategy and reporting in view
of the interests of investors and cooperations with providers and partners. The workshop was
organised by means of a cooperation of the non-profit organisation ‘Carbon Disclosure Project’
and the internationally operating audit firm and counselling service provider
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PricewaterhouseCoopers).
The think tank ‘Karma Konsum’, founded in 2007, has a more long-term approach. It organises
events to provide opportunities for networking in regard to sustainable living and economy
activity. It is located in Frankfurt in the rooms of one of its partners, the German Chamber of
Industry and Commerce (IHK) Frankfurt. The think tank has a high number of sponsors which
are business firms as well as non-profit or state organisations (Karma Konsum). The support of
the IHK Frankfurt accords with its understanding of CSR activities in regard to sustainability,
especially with reference to small and medium-sized business firms (IHK Frankfurt am Main).
Therefore, the IHK Fankfurt and the city of Frankfurt support the initiative ‘Environment
Forum Rhein Main’ which initiates and promotes projects and business ideas on sustainable
environment policies by providing a central cooperation space. Founded in 2001 by
professionals dealing with environmental issues, it aims at promoting the importance of
environment protection in society. Members who actively engage in operational environment
protection are representatives of economy, the city of Frankfurt, and the IHK (Umweltforum
Rhein-Main, 2001).
When general projects on the awareness of sustainability are evaluated, it is predominantly
third sector organisations and business firms that engage in related activities. The engagement
in sustainability and urban design is only supported by non-profit organisations, whereas
nutrition is a subject of interest for small businesses as well as for non-profits. The promotion
of sustainability in business is more often supported by big business firms as well as by nonprofits. Here, an engagement of the city of Frankfurt can also be observed.

3.5. Innovation Trends in Sustainability related policies –in Frankfurt
As to innovation trends in German sustainability-related policies a new focus on participation
and on ecologic questions in urban development has been identified. However, the interest on
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environmental questions is often not related to social and economic aspects that have
originally been at the centre of attention of urban development policies. These trends can be
found in Frankfurt, but are differently shaped, depending on the theme in focus with regard to
environmental sustainability.
The project ‘Green Belt’ has been initiated in the urban planning concept to enhance the
citizens’ quality of life (Stadt Frankfurt am Main, 2006). By connecting the project with
education programmes the Frankfurt department of the environment combines urban planning
and environmental sustainability activities. Thereby, also the capturing of public spaces that is
an observable trend in the last years mentioned by an interviewed expert, is considered (Preuss,
19.05.2015). This public demand is also strongly present in Frankfurt and becomes visible by
the example of urban gardening initiatives.
Further, projects by the City of Frankfurt also promote environmental sustainability in the city.
Examples are the concept ‘Learning Sustainability in Frankfurt’, ‘Frankfurtemobile’, and
‘Climate Tours’. Within the framework of these projects the city of Frankfurt initiates and
supports activities related to environmentally sustainable education, transportation systems,
and building. With the projects the city of Frankfurt mostly initiates networks and coordinates
activities of partners from market or civil society. Also public-private partnerships are
established in this context. This approach is not explicitly related to urban planning activities.
Therefore, the impression of unconnected activities in urban planning and environmental
sustainability occurs in regard to these subjects. However, the participation of a high variety of
actors is aimed at in most projects. Thereby a connection is drawn between urban planning and
environmental sustainability at some points. The focus on environmental sustainability and
the resulting establishment of the named projects seems to be connected to the decision to
apply for the ‘Green City Award’ in 2011. At least this is argued in the general policy of the city
of Frankfurt as well as in regard to the initiation of ‘Frankfurtemobile’ (Frankfurt e mobil, 2010;
Stadt Frankfurt- Stadtplanungsamt, 2013).
Only trends in regard to the promotion of the awareness of environmental sustainability are
neglected by the City of Frankfurt. This new awareness is a trend that cannot be displayed in
policies but is mentioned as an innovation trend by an interviewed expert (Preuss, 19.05.2015).
However, awareness of environmental sustainability is promoted in Frankfurt by business firms
and non-profit organisations, often in cooperation, but without much influence of the city
itself. The existence of these initiatives indicates that the creation of networks – in case this
theme becomes central to the interest of the city– should be not too difficult.
In regard to the existing programmes the question arises as to whether these programmes were
initiated by the city of Frankfurt from the beginning or whether they could draw on already
existing initiatives from market and civil society. Analysing this in more detail with regard to
specific social innovation in the city of Frankfurt will be an interesting research question for
the future. With reference to insights on general social innovation trends it can be stated that
the field of environmental sustainability in Frankfurt mirrors well the strengthening of
participation elements and of environmental sustainability themes identified for Germany.
However, they are only partly related to social and economic aspects of urban planning, a trend
that an interviewed expert regards to be especially new (Preuss, interview on the 20.05.2015).
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3.6. Field Description of Italy
3.6.1. Introduction
Italian cities are set aside from Europe by their cultural heritage; however inner cities have
suffered significant environmental problems for ages. This review presents an analysis of
environmental policy and legislation in Italy and of the actors in the public, third sector and for
profit sector at the municipal level active in the field of sustainability in cities.
The policy review was realised starting from the information already provided in a previous
work step of ITSSON (Anheier, H. K., Krlev, G., Mildenberger, G., & Preuss, S. 2015), where
Vignettes on the field of environmental sustainability on country level have been conducted. A
deepest analysis was made then through Google researches on central policy documents and
legislation. The web site most consulted was the one of the Italian Minister of Environment and
Protection of Land and Sea (www.minambiente.it) where the path of the sustainable
development is briefly traced from 1972 to 2002. The role of the expert consultation in this part
was more of checking the correctness of the documents identified.
The actors involved in the field of environmental sustainability and in particular in the
sustainable city were analysed taking into account the Italian legislation, which establishes the
role and the competences among state, region, provinces and municipalities. Moreover, google
search were fundamental to deepen the study and to identify and investigate the other actors
involved. Finally, the expert consultation helped us to improve and enrich our description
bringing the testimony of their specific case.

3.6.2. Policies
Italian environmental policy: The Bassanini Law 59 of 1997 redefines the relationships
and the distribution of competences between State, Regions and the System of Local
governments. It specifically states that in observance of the principle of subsidiarity, all the
functions and administrative tasks related to the care of the interests and the promotion of the
development of the communities are conferred to the Regions and Local Authorities. This
principle also applies in the context of environmental sustainability. The State has indeed the
function of orientation and coordination with the objective of outlining a national policy of
sustainability. Then, the objectives and actions of the overall strategy must find continuity in
the system of the Regions, Provinces and Local authorities. They must formulate sustainability
plans with content and priorities consistent with their local specificity.
However, the process of decentralization of power has caused doubt on the respective roles of
the national and regional authorities and, at time, gaps and inconsistency in the
implementation of EU directives. The Italian environmental policy is therefore fragmented,
mainly dictated by the emergency and focused on the short term. (OECD Environmental
Performance Reviews: Italy 2013).
An effective strategy for environmental action would require the overcoming of the approach of
"command and control" typical of the state in matters of sustainability and the promotion of
voluntary behaviour of all social actors to protect the environment (Strategia Nazionale di
Sviluppo Sostenibile, Italy 2002). In fact, Italy has adopted the principle of integration for the
environmental topics. It is a constitutional principle for the whole Europe, established by the
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Article n. 6 of the Amsterdam Treaty. According to it, the environmental protection and
sustainability should not be regarded as a sectorial policy, but as a common denominator for all
policies.
The environmental requirements have led, over the years, to set new standards in terms of
emissions, discharges, waste and other forms of pollution. They had positive effects on the
environment, on the development of new technologies and on the modernization of the plants,
representing a strong push towards innovation. The complex regulatory framework however
would need to be substantially simplified.

Policies on Sustainable Cities
Italy has adopted as definition of the term sustainable that emerges from the report of
Brutland 1987, for the establishment of the World Commission on Environment and
Development of the United Nations: “Humanity has the ability to make development
sustainable to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs"(Report of the World Commission on
Environment and Development: Our Common Future, 1987)
The first conceptualizations of the urban environment in the national policy as “the best
testing ground for general strategies of sustainable development and for participatory
initiatives of citizens”(Environmental Action Strategy for Sustainable Development in Italy,
2002) was within the debate in Italy on the subject of sustainable development. This debate
began well before ten years ago but has effects still visible today. Italy in fact participated
actively in the process of awareness that has led the international community and the
European Union to prioritise the need to reverse the model of development in the direction of
sustainability. It was indeed in 1992, after the participation in the UN Conference on
Environment and Development in Rio, that local governments started to mobilize for the
implementation of sustainable development projects in urban area thanks to the adoption of
Agenda 21. Agenda 21 is therefore the first form of incorporation in the Italian policy of the
theme of sustainable city with an entire chapter, Chapter 28 "initiatives of local governments to
support Agenda 21", dedicated to the recognition of the key role of urban areas in the
implementation of sustainability policies. Even today the adoption by local governments of the
Agenda21 and therefore of a new way of programming, is the main instrument through which
they deal with the issue of sustainability as a priority.
This commitment was later reaffirmed in the World Summit on Sustainable Development
(WSSD) held in Johannesburg in 2002. In this occasion, the Italian Ministry of Environment and
Protection of Land and Sea has issued the “Environmental Action Strategy for Sustainable
Development in Italy”, after an intensive process of consultation and the approbation by CIPE
(Comitato Interministeriale per la Programmazione Economica, Interministerial Committee for
the Economic Programming) in August 2002.
This strategy lasts ten years and follows the principles of Rio 1992, the 6 th EU Environment
Action Plan and the objectives set in Lisbon and then in Gothenburg. It identifies key objectives
and actions within four priority areas (the same stated by the Sixth Environmental EU Action
Plan):



climate change and ozone layer protection;
protection and sustainable valorisation of Nature and Biodiversity;
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quality of the environment and quality of life in urban areas;
exploitation of resources and waste generation

There is indeed an explicit reference to the urban environment of which it is also recognized
the crucial role in the European and national political agendas. Since the majority of the Italian
population lives concentrated in cities, these are the places where those environmental factors
affecting the quality of life are mainly spread. Therefore, they are the context in which there is
more need to develop innovative solutions.
Specifically, the Environmental Action Strategy for Sustainable Development in Italy, in the
field of sustainable city, identifies five general objectives. They are the result of the adaptation
to Italy of the four general priorities set by the European Commission in the “Community
Framework for co-operation to promote sustainable urban development” (COM 1998 / 605):
The following five broad objectives are then divided into goals that are more specific. Five
specific action lines are therefore developed into specific objectives as follow:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Territorial rebalance: Integration of Field Plan with local Agenda 21 processes; Polycentric
rebalance of territorial functions (so as to cut mobility demand). Curbing and redressing building
pressure and other causes deteriorating and worsening urban, historical, cultural and building
estate quality. Urban area reuse and environmental restoration interventions extent. Historical,
cultural and environmental estate wider accessibility and redressing; Enhancing the quality of
urban texture.
Enhanced urban environment quality: Reduce inhabitants exposure to pollution (air, water,
acoustic and soil) and its gradual elimination. Reduce the hydro geological/technological hazard.
Containment of environmentally high-impact mobility; Metropolitan traffic control and boost
alternatives to private mobility; Development of mobility-replacing telematic services;
Development of an urban infrastructure easing the mobility of cycles and pedestrians
Sustainable use of environmental resources: “Environmental cost” minimisation and quantity
reduction of waste and exploited resources (energy, water, materials). Exploited resources
recycling and recovery increase. Spreading “environmental-friendly” consumption and
behaviour.
Increase in value of local socio-economic: Boosting employment, enterprises and activities
oriented to sustainability.
Improve democratic participation and social quality: Improvement of resources, services and
fair-distribution; Strengthening social integration, cohesion, liveability, cohabitation and sense of
belonging in urban areas; Renewal and enhancement of integrated environment management
skills and of community participation to decision-making processes; Promote managerial
innovation and sustainability-oriented administration within local authorities; Improve the
participation to the decision-making processes and Environmental-governance skills within local
authorities.

The critical issue of this document is that it has not been updated over time and that the
achievement of objectives has never been verified.
Finally, Italy's interest towards the issue of sustainable cities is manifested in the work of the
National System for Environmental Protection (SNPA), which every year since 2003 publishes
the report "Environmental quality of Italian urban area". Now in its tenth edition, the report
has two fundamental objectives, elaborating shared information, solid in technical-scientific
terms and becoming an instrument of support for the planning and administration of the urban
environment. Outlining the environmental situation of the Italian cities, it is a very useful tool
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in the hands of the decision makers committed to protect the environment for better planning
policies for environmental protection and sustainable development of the territory (ISPRA,
2014).

3.6.3. Actors
Public Sector: State, Regions, Metropolitan Cities and Municipalities
To deeply understand the system of interest, resources and power positions of actors within the
field of environmental sustainability it is important to mention first a social and legaladministrative principle that is fundamental in the allocation of the administrative functions in
Italy, the responsibility devolution both vertically and horizontally. The vertical subsidiarity
establishes the distribution of powers between the State and local governments so that
administrative functions must be attributed to the authorities closest to the citizen. The second
principle instead determines the relationship between the government and civil society and
promotes the autonomous initiative of the citizens as individuals or in association.
According to the Bassanini Law 59 of 1997, the main interest of the Italian State in the field of
environmental sustainability is to elaborate a national policy of sustainability. The function of
the state is indeed of coordination, reorganisation and integration of the legislative material.
Specifically, according to the law n. 308 of the 2004, the sectors of interest of the state in the
environmental field are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

the waste management and remediation of contaminated sites,
the prevention of water pollution and water management,
soil conservation and combating desertification,
protected area management,
conservation and sustainable use of specimens of protected species of flora and fauna,
procedures for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), Strategic Environmental Assessment
(SEA) and for the Integrated Environmental authorization
g) Protection and reduction of emissions into the atmosphere.
The financial resources allocated by the State for the primary expenditure for environmental
protection and the use and management of natural resources according to the Bill of Budget
amounted to € 1.6 billion in 2014, equal to 0, 32% of total primary expenditure of the state
budget. These remain broadly stable in 2015 and 2016 (respectively 0.33% and 0.34% of the
state budget).
These resources devoted to environmental aims are allocated mainly to the Ministry of the
Environment (32%) the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry (30%). Together they
account for over 60 % of total initial appropriations. Moreover, about 38% of the initial
resources are attributed to the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport (18%), and finally to
the Ministry of the Interior (12%). The greater share of resources for environmental purposes
regards the Mission "Development sustainable and protection of land and the
environment "(39.1% in 2014, 40.0% in 2015 and 40.1% in 2016), which encompasses most of
the activities of the Ministry of the Environment that has expertise in all areas of
environmental intervention.
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To conclude, the state can also count on social capital namely on the support of another actor,
ISPRA (Istituto superiore per la protezione e la ricerca ambientale, Superior Institute for the
Protection and Environmental Research).
The state shares legislative competences with the Regions. The 20 Italian Regions have the
main interest to guarantee the implementation at the local level of the action lines
individuated by the state. Moreover, they are supported by the ARPA, (Agenzie Ambientali
regionali, Environmental Regional Agency).
Provinces have very limited powers in Italy and their role is going to lose meaning replaced by
the role of a new level of government: the metropolitan cities. However, according to
Consolidated Law 267/2000, the Provinces have some function related to the field of the
environment, like the protection and enhancement of the environment, the protection and
development of water and energy resources etc.
Finally, Italy is composed by more than 8000 municipalities of different dimensions.
Municipalities have the objective of answering the needs of the citizens granting a sustainable
development of the territory. The Municipalities receives funding from the State, the Regions
and also allocate their own resource for the environmental protection and development of
sustainable initiatives.
Particularly relevant in the field of the environmental sustainability is the role of the National
System for Environmental Protection (SNPA). It is composed by the Superior Institute for the
Protection and Environmental Research (ISPRA) and by the Environmental Agency, regional
(ARPA) and provincial (APPA). The interest of the whole system is to provide technical support
to the public sector in the activities of control and management of environmental policies.
Moreover, they have the function of dissemination of the information. Their resources are
therefore informative and cultural.
Finally, they are responsible for the VIA (Valutazione Impatto Ambientale, Environment
Impact Evaluation) and for the VAS (Valutaziome ambientale strategica, Strategic environment
Evaluation). They have the main objective to evaluate the environmental effects of the new
plan and projects of the public authorities not only before their approbation but also during
and after their realisation. These two forms of evaluation are important instruments of control
of the activities of the public sector.

Third Sector
For its strong social impact, the protection of the environmental sustainability could not be
assigned exclusively to the public sectors. Active is the role of the third sector in the field of the
environment. In particular, we can identify different kind of organizations involved.
At first, to briefly describe the third sector in Italy and to understand the scope of the
phenomenon, we mention the data published by ISTAT in 2014 that refer to 2011 and were
collected through the ninth Census of industry and services and non-profit institutions. In the
31st December 2011, non-profit organizations active in Italy were 301.191, 28% more than in
2001 (year of the last census survey on industry and services), with an increase of 39.4% also in
the number of employees (today 680,811). Volunteers are one of the main resources of the nonprofit sector for a total of 4.758.622 people.
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To better characterize the activities of non-profit institutions we discuss instead the type of
recipients of services produced. It is possible in fact to distinguish between mutual institutions,
oriented to the interests and needs of their only members and the institutions of public utility
(or solidarity), directed to the welfare of society in general. The non-profit institutions
recognized in Italy in 2011, in 61.8% of cases were of public interest and in the remaining
38.2% of mutual benefit.
With reference instead to the funding, the total budget revenues of non-profit institutions
amounted to 64 billion euro, while total expenditure amounted to 57 billion. The main sources
of financing for non-profit came from private individuals; only in 13.9% of cases the source was
public. They were the institutions active in the Social Assistance and Civil Protection (together
with those in the Health) which made greater use of public funds (32.8%). Finally, non-profit
institutions that operated primarily on the market (both public and private) were oriented to
the production of goods and services (30.6% of the total number of organisations). The sectors
with a greater quantity of these institutions are Health care (50.6%), Social Assistance, and
Civil Protection (43.6%).
In the environmental sustainability field, relevant is the role of the civil society associations for
environmental protection (e.g. Legambiente, Greenpeace Italia, FAI, WWF). Recognised by the
Law n. 349/86 they have function of advocacy aiming at disseminating awareness, information
and sustainable behaviour, designing interventions of environmental protection, mobilizing
public opinion and involving citizens. They can also have the function of management of area,
which need a particular environment protection. Moreover, they have advisory capacity and
can be consulted by the public administration before relevant decision. Finally most of the
time, they are called to nominate their representatives on other bodies with advisory or
proactive roles.
The Italian Environment Fund (FAI), is a foundation created in 1975 with the aim of promoting
a culture of respect for nature, art, history and traditions of Italy and protect a heritage that is a
fundamental part of roots and identity of Italian people. In the field of environmental
sustainability and sustainable city, FAI plays a dual role: 1) Direct experience. The foundation
is responsible for the protection and management of historical, cultural and natural heritage
with the aim that future generations can benefit of them. For this reason, it is very important
for FAI always taking into account the environmental sustainability. Environmental
sustainability is achieved through the improvement of energy efficiency, reduction of
consumption and inclusion of renewable sources in the heritage managed by FAI. 2) Education,
promotion of environmental sustainability issues not only to the visitors of the heritage but
also to the whole community. FAI is indeed deals to build paths of awareness and sensitization
in schools, among members of the foundation and the whole community.
Other actors of the third sector involved in the field of the environmental sustainability are the
social cooperatives. Social cooperatives are a particular form of cooperatives from which they
are distinguished by the fact that they do not have only a mutual aim but also a purpose of
solidarity and are oriented to the community as a whole. In Italy there are 12.570 social
cooperatives employing 513.053 workers and 42.368 volunteers.
According to the law 381/1991, there are specifically two types of social cooperatives:
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Type A cooperatives: aimed at bringing benefits to people in need of intervention because of
age, familiar, personal or social status. Type B cooperatives: specialised in different activities
with the objective of providing employment to disadvantaged people.
It is this second type of cooperatives that is usually engaged in activities of environmental
protection in the urban area pursuing its main interest of offering a job to disadvantage people.
Disadvantaged people should represent at least the 30% of the total workers of the cooperative.
Finally, the association of local authorities like ANCI, the national association of Italian
municipalities and the Coordination of Italian Local Agenda 21 through the creation of network
push the cooperation of the different public actors in the field of sustainability.

Private For Profit Sector (Market)
Multiulities are companies offering a wide range of services and/or products usually relates to
energy, environmental services, waste issues, infrastructure and/or telecom services. Their
activities strongly impact on the environment so they should put the environmental
sustainability at the centres of their priorities.
Other companies involved in the field of sustainability city are those, which offers services of
car sharing bike sharing, and in general service of modern mobility. This kind of company
started to invest in the biggest cities of Italy like Milan in recent years, realising results
sometimes unexpected (Bocconi conference, Modern Mobility Milano organised by Green Light
for Business, 27/04/2015).
Belonging to the for profit world, their main interest is therefore to generate profit and to offer
to the user a service economically efficient. They have monetary resources but also a
cultural and professional capital. They can rely on good resources of Research and
Development and of highly specialized personnel. Important is their relation with the public
administration. They should be coherent with the policy adopted at local level in order to go on
with their activities without incurring in sanctions and being favoured by the local authorities.

3.6.4. Field Structure focus in selected cities
The field of sustainable city in Italy would need to be reformed and redefined in the legislation
in several ways. This can be exemplified in two ways; first the fragmentation of the policy and
the several actors involved would need to be substantially simplified. The Bassanini Law helps
to define the relationships and the distribution of competences between State, Regions and the
System of Local governments but some doubts and overlaps remain. Secondly, the main goal of
legislation should be that the environmental protection can be regarded not only as a sectorial
policy but also as a common denominator for all policies according to the principle of
integration.
Important is the role of the third sector, which is able to raise the awareness of the public
opinion about the main theme of the sustainability. Even the for-profit world started to be
attracted by this new area of business that seems to be very popular among consumers.
The Environmental Action Strategy for Sustainable Development shows important
innovations to be developed to achieve general and specific objectives in the field of
sustainability in urban areas (innovation 1). This is in line with the function of the State of
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guidance and coordination in order to build a sustainable national policy for urban areas. The
other innovations were identified with the help of the experts’ consultation and verified
through google search (innovation 2-3-4 below).
Italy has among the worst inner city congestion in Europe. Its cities are dense, overpopulated
and have a pre-modern city structure. Rome, Naples, and Bologna are examples of cities with a
large historical centre where traffic is the most characterising feature of the living urban core.
Traffic is threatening to move the monuments to the background, so to speak. As the first and
ultimate concern of citizens and tourists alike, traffic is a paramount reality in modern Italy.
The city of Milan has been selected to give focus to this analysis. Milan has received
international recognition on the C40 platform in 2014, for innovative sustainable solutions,
particularly in the area of urban mobility and urban design. This case of Milan may offers a
seminal case for how the Italian culture of mobility which is contentious as a politics of space,
money and communication, has experience innovative sustainability solutions that ultimately
have overcome the politics of resistance and a cultural dynamics of mobility by the combined
effect of social innovative ideas, performance of technology and flexible municipal policy
initiatives related to transport.

3.6.5. Key trends and examples of Social Innovation in Italy (Milan)
Examples of Social Innovation in cities in Italy can be identified under categories such as;

1. New tools for urban environmental rehabilitation, even experimental, with the purpose
of addressing priority issues or emerging but not yet covered by specific financial
support:






Projects for sustainable mobility, expansion of bicycle and pedestrian network,
strengthening and diversification of public transport services with minibus to call, carsharing, carpooling, mobility management, etc.;
Projects of naturalistic requalification and dissemination of ecological networks in
urban and peri-urban areas;
Integrated projects for the rehabilitation of illegal construction;
Promotion of environmentally friendly building techniques. Improve the quality of the
environment and buildings ensuring adequate standards of health and savings of
energy and material through the spread of bioengineered and green building.

2. Participation of the vulnerable social groups in the stage of project development
interventions (participatory planning). Today it is easier to take into consideration the
needs of different kind of stakeholders thank to the role of advocacy of the
environmental association.
3. Use of smartphone to involved citizens and to push them to become active actors in the
field of environmental sustainability and protection. Today quite everybody possesses a
smartphone. This new technology has spread in recent times lading to innovations not
imaginable before its diffusion. Smartphones allow the access and the production of
knowledge in every moment and in real time. Posting pictures and sharing information,
the citizens can report good initiatives but also problems and dysfunctions participating
to the development of the idea of sustainable city they want.
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4. Diffusion of technologies that promote adoption of individual pro- environmental
behaviour. In the market people can find, more and more new and simple solutions to
actively contribute to environmental sustainability. Examples are the LED technology
or the technology able to regulate the thermostat in remote through Wi-Fi and
smartphone app.

4. Conclusions: Commonalities and differences Across Country Fields
This section presents a summary of findings and the conclusion to Part I of this report. It
compares traits from the four countries’ field descriptions and highlights ways in which
identification of certain traits can inform the discussion of trends in social innovation in the
selected cities and countries. The core conceptual elements for field description that are
significant threads within all other ITSSOIN fields structure the sections as follow: a summary
discussion of the actors regulations and institutional dynamics presented in 3.3.1; the
connections of the field of sustainability in the selected cities with other fields in 3.3.2; a
review of key initiatives and social innovation trends observed in the four selected cities and a
preliminary cross-country/city configuration of the initiatives, following characteristics of
social innovations in 3.3.3. The final conclusions shortly reflect on the findings and the
preliminary mapping of initiatives and the ways this can inform the unfolding process of case
study analysis that will be developed in the coming ITSSOIN project stages.

4.1. Actors, Regulations and Institutional Field dynamics across countries
Environmental sustainability activates a large and complex network of actors that include the
presence of global and international institutions, regional entities, nation states at all its
levels, and the active interplay of private and civil society actors in all four ITSSOIN countries.
Strong international and regional networks have been formed specifically on the topic of
sustainability in cities and keep growing forming an ecosystem with which actors from these
four countries and cities interplay to greater or lesser extent. The focus of many of the
international actors over the last decade has become more focused on sustainability, climate
change and cities. This has also opened up a breadth of formal and less formal mechanisms for
interaction and direct networking between private and public actors, allowing also access to
certain funding initiatives and often taking place between international and a city level players
or government without a more formal link to particular regional or national efforts. In some
instances a city government may bypass even the country’s national state initiatives and goals.
In the four ITSSOIN countries (Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany and Italy), environmental
sustainability is at the national level under the authority of institutions at the national level,
and is a task normally headed by state Ministries of Environment. Given the multiple areas
concerning environmental sustainability there are many other actors at the national level that
take issue in some specific sector areas such as Transport, energy and resources, housing, etc.
Given the complexity of environmental issues at the urban level, efforts to create multi actor
platforms that advice policy making exist for example in Germany the with the ‘National
Platform City of the Future’, a platform where several ministries, cities, business firms,
research institutions, and third sector associations convene to give advice to the state and do
research. Similarly, in Czech Republic there is the Government Council for Sustainable
Development which is an advisory body consisting of the representatives of ministries and
public sector, and of non-profit organizations responsible for among other the Strategic
Framework of Sustainable Development of this country. In Denmark a traditional approach has
been appointing councils that give recommendations to the government. The most currently is
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a Danish Climate Council, which is an independent expert advisory body and obliges the
Minister for climate, energy and building to present a yearly report on greenhouse gases
emissions and how Denmark comply with international climate agreements. Italy has instead
instituted a National System for Environmental Protection (SNPA), composed by the Superior
Institute for the Protection and Environmental Research (ISPRA) and by the Environmental
Agency, regional (ARPA) and provincial (APPA) with the interest to provide technical support
to the public sector in the activities of control and management of environmental policies in
terms of resources and focus the system is mostly informative and cultural.
At the regional level, an intermediate set of actors from the state can be found in most
countries however, regional actors have no particular decision-making authority on
environmental aspects but can function as advisory boards in planning exercises. In Italy for
example, the state shares legislative competences with 20 Italian Regions supported by the
ARPA, (Agenzie Ambientali regionali, Environmental Regional Agency). At a Local level,
Municipal authorities in the four countries have gained significant leverage toward
independent decision making following the European principle of vertical subsidiarity that
establishes that administrative functions must be attributed to the authorities closest to the
citizen. However, real decentralization and independence of local authorities in environmental
matters is only exercised to greater extent in countries where there is a longer tradition in this
matter Denmark and Germany. In both these countries the Municipal authority plays important
role in decisions impacting development and sustainability in their cities. In Italy and the
Czech Republic the nation state still plays the principal authority role in environmental
matters. Despite the level of independence, a difficulty affecting all countries is that local
government’s functions concerning environmental sustainability are usually taken care off in
several departments which often work independently from each other. A supra Municipal
institution with policy influence in Parliaments and advisory role at the local level, is also
common in three of the countries with the associations of local governments for example by
the German Conference of Cities and the German Association of Towns and Municipalities, in
Denmark the Municipalities Federation.
The private sector involvement can be described first and foremost in the form of direct
involvement of firms and large companies to advance and introduce technologies, services and
products targeting sustainability themes (green products, green services, new technologies)
and following a market approach. Secondly, private sector involvement can take the form of
partnership with the state via Public, private partnerships. Thirdly, the private sector may be
involved in targeted practices as part of corporate social responsibility and philanthropic
actions that can give support either to local authority’s initiatives or more directly support
communities and other civil society actors. Another form of can be the creation or financing of
lobbying or interest groups representing specific agendas that can affect the passing or
rejection of legislation concerning environmental sustainability. This may be in the form of
think-tanks that can represent private interest in favour or against particular areas in the
sustainability process of cities and countries.
The third sector organizations have over the last decade played major roles in the European
environmental sustainability field. Initial activism and strong movements in the 80’s and 90’s
on single issues such as anti-nuclear energy movement, led to configuration of political parties
representing green agendas in all countries. Either as direct green parties (Germany, Czech
Republic) or because established political parties have embraced parts of the green agenda
(Denmark). A number of strong grass roots organized civil society groups evolved in their work
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and became well organized established institutions with member constituencies around issues
(Nature protection, animal protection, biodiversity conservation etc). In Germany, these actor
groups are classical third sector organisations of associations for environment protection. The
BUND (Friends of the Earth Germany) and the NABU (German Nature and Biodiversity
Conservation Union) have also had a special interest in the environmentally sustainable
development of local communities and cities. Third sector associations provide citizens with
advocacy activities and services aiming at improving their situation vis-a-vis the market, and
they usually cooperate with the state in this regard. Typical for Danish and Czech third sectors
- there may be counselling services, lectures and financial education as a services provided by
the NGOs. On the other hand, there are advocacy activities of NGOs aiming at the change of
legislation, watchdogs of commercial organizations and promoting the rights of citizens. The
city of Brno local authorities appear to have greater engagement in preparation of legislation
while civil society actors in Brno are, comparatively with the other three cities, more engaged
in civil demonstrations to oppose certain kinds of urban infrastructural development. Also it is
mentioned often the work of volunteers and advocacy for a variety of non-for profit and other
civic activities.
Overall the combined agenda of climate and sustainability issues generates attention from a
host of international actors (public and private) that mostly interact with local governments
but also other private and public actors. Actors in three of the four countries and localities
(Copenhagen, Frankfurt, Milan) appear ready to capitalize and participate in international
networks sharing in their interest and activities. Brno in the Czech Republic is more slowly
catching up but still following through being active under several EU initiatives. The state in
the case of Czech Republic supports national legislation that takes priority on sustainable
development and local government actors are less independent, therefore it is posed that
sustainable development there does not directly translated into urban sustainability. In
Denmark the topic of a green transition with a characterization of participation in
sustainability is better explained by close relations between parties, civic societal movements
and government agencies, and, by processes of incorporation and co-production that involve
government bodies, civil society environmentalist and professional mediators. In Germany the
energy transition and innovation dominates the interest for engagement of different actors. In
addition, an emphasis of the national actors into social aspects of sustainability (high-quality
public spaces, modernising infrastructure, and improving energy efficiency; it also focuses on
active innovation and education policies. The trends in urban planning policies in Germany are
to give focus on ecological aspects, cooperation and citizen participation and on cities
identified as places of innovations. A national area of attention with regards to cities is given to
those that are subject to decreasing population a phenomenon that the other three countries
are not openly addressing in the described legislation.

4.2. Connections of the field Sustainability in cities to other fields
A specific recognition of the concept of “social innovation” in connection with sustainability in
the cities cannot be presently discerned from the field descriptions in the four cities.
Innovation is more often invoked on its own term as part of strategic planning and thinking
about economic growth than in the thinking around sustainable development. Regarding the
term “social” there is a separated and marked distinction in efforts dealing with what is
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considered social aspects. In Germany, for example the initiative ‘Social City’ of the strategy for
sustainable development, aims at reducing social inequalities and at improving quality of
living, especially in disadvantaged housing areas. This approach is very separated from what is
presented regarding cities and innovation. For example, even when in Germany cities are
considered places of innovation as demonstrated when cities are adopted as part of the central
theme in German innovation policies; the focus then is given to initiatives that match entirely
technological innovation themes such as e.g.: the “High-Tech Strategy 2020 - Ideas.
Innovation” prepared in the context of environmental sustainability climate, energy, and
mobility. At the city level, Copenhagen and Frankfurt offer the most variety of grassroots
innovation in the area. In Czech Republic innovations are mostly conceived as related to the
sphere of technology than to societal sphere, with legislation in the case of sustainability in
cities used in some instances as a form of adaptation that results in fact in actions that oppose
innovation (e.g. limit solar cell in roofs in one case).
A more concerted focus to innovation is described in the German case. Germany sees cities as
places of innovation therefore they occupied a central role in relation to German innovation
policies and policies on sustainable urban development. Furthermore, reciprocal reference
between innovation and urban development policies shows that both are strongly connected.
Of the four countries Germany seems to be placed closer to defining innovation in terms that
can be more directly linked to the understanding of social innovation in the ITSSOIN project.
This is because the specific innovation trends foresee in the German policy has also a focus on
civic engagement as an important aspect of innovation in urban development; a focus on the
local level and the involvement of the local administration; a focus on environmental
sustainability is implemented in relation to climate change and in the context of sustainable
cities, specifically aspects of energy efficiency regarding infrastructure, knowledge
management, regulations to allow local actors to act more freely, in general new information
distribution, finances, and legal regulations.

4.3. Commonalities and Differences in country initiatives and their characteristics
The four cities under consideration Brno, Copenhagen, Frankfurt and Milan are advancing a
number of initiatives that are preliminarily configured attending to the traces and
characteristics that places them as social innovation. Table 2 summarizes the initiatives in each
of the cities. Vertically Table 2 presents of all the initiatives by country as summarized in the
field description by each city.
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Table 2: Mapping Initiatives by City according to characteristics in terms of Social Innovation

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Premier on
Bikes
Sustainable
City Mobility
Citizen
Opposition to
Developments
construction of
shopping mall
relocation of
main train
station
New non-profit
& lifestyle
promotion of
bicycling
subculture
car sharing

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

State strategy

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

bike sharing
bio-food
production
&distribution
locally grown
food-farmers
waste
management &
reuse
use of public
space & parks

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Upscaling

Diffusion/Sharing

✔

Active Form of member
Participation

✔

Multi-Stakeholder
(Local/regional/nation)
Virtual

✔

Political (Participation)

✔

Social Networks

✔

Cultural Values

✔

Non-Profit

✔

Advocacy

✔

Volunteerism

framework for
SD
State Policy for
Environment
Premier on Air

Civil Disobedience

Adopting

Innovation
Inputs

Generating

Resource
Mobilization

Passive Form of member
Participation

Civil Society/Local Context

Private Entrepreneurship

Type of Civic Sector
Engagement
NGO/Issue Representation

Configuration
of Initiatives

BRNO – Czech Republic
Capital
Sphere of
Building
Interaction

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Education
Green Schools
Climate
Protection
Energy sector
greater
Copenhagen
Bicycling &
Mobility
City Logistic

✔

Car Sharing Car2go
Urban Design
Clean Harbor
(water front)
Rain Water
resilience
project
Nordhavn
neighborghood
Carlsberg
neighborghood
Nutrition
Urban Gardens
GROW Rooftop
Tomato
Copenhagen
Food
Community

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Upscaling

Upscaling

✔

Passive Form of member
Participation

✔

Virtual

✔

Multi-Stakeholder
✔

Political (Participation)

✔

Social Networks

✔

Cultural Values

Diffusion/Sharing

Active Form of member
Participatio

Innovation
Inputs

Adopting

Resource
Mobilization

Generating

Sphere of
Interaction

Private Entrepreneurship

NGO/Issue Representation

✔

Capital
Building

Non-Profit

Climate Plan
Energy use in
buildings
Energy
Production
Green Mobility

Advocacy

Volunteerism

Civil Disobedience

Type of Civic Sector
Engagement

Civil Society/Local Context

COPENHAGEN – Denmark
Configuration
of Initiatives

Awareness
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Non-Profit

Private Entrepreneurship

Cultural Values

Social Networks

Political (Participation)

Civil Society/Local Context

Multi-Stakeholder

Virtual

Active Form of member
Participation

Passive Form of member
Participation

Generating

Adopting

Diffusion/Sharing

Upscaling

Innovation
Inputs

NGO/Issue Representation

Resource
Mobilization

✔

Advocacy

FRANKFURT – Germany
Capital
Sphere of
Building
Interaction

✔

Volunteerism

Information
and Education
Green Belt&
Sust. Learning
Climate
Protection
Sparkasse 100
business for
climate
FrankfortmobilElectro
Mobility-City
Logistic
Bicycle Festival
workshops
KlimaToursSustainable
Building
Ressource usewater-energy
Ressource useWaste disposal
Reuse and
Recycling
Awareness of
Sustainability
Engagement
Urban Design
Nutrition / Slow
Food
Nutrition /
Consume
Locally

✔

Type of Civic Sector
Engagement

Civil Disobedience

Configuration
of Initiatives

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Upscaling

Built City
Identity

✔

✔

Adopting

Diffusion/Sharing

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Table 1 summarizes well the observed initiatives for each of the cities. It also offers a
preliminary structure to begin to configure and compare each of the initiatives in relation to
other initiatives in their own city but also in relation to the characteristics that initiatives take
in the other three cities. A general overview of table 1 allows the following preliminary
observations:


Copenhagen and Frankfurt present the more advanced set of initiatives not only in
terms of coverage of sustainability areas, but also in the way of structuring them
according to subtopics that facilitate real implementation and practicality of
networking and action for other actors.
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✔

Upscaling

Generating
✔

Passive Form of member
Participation

✔

Active Form of member
Participatio

✔

Virtual

✔

Political (Participation)

✔

Social Networks

✔

Cultural Values

Multi-Stakeholder

Innovation
Inputs

Civil Society/Local Context

NGO/Issue Representation

Resource
Mobilization

✔

✔

Advocacy

Volunteerism

✔

Private Entrepreneurship

Naturalistic
Requalification
rehabilitation
areas
building
techniques
Participation
Vulnerable
Groups
use smart
phones
reporting
Diffusion of
new
Technologies

✔

Non-Profit

Sustainable
Mobility
Car Sharing/
Car Pooling
Bike Sharing

✔

ITALY –Milan
Capital
Sphere of
Building
Interaction

Type of Civic Sector
Engagement

Civil Disobedience

Configuration
of Initiatives

✔

Upscaling

Sustainability in
Business



















Czech Republic offers a list that still includes the actual preparation of the strategy for
sustainability as part of the action. Also, is the only case where civil society protest in
the city are part of the expression of civic societal actors in terms of sustainability in
the city.
Italy offered a codified and generic list of initiatives. This is at the moment not fully
representing the concrete initiatives in Milan. The initiatives will need to be explored
in more detail before more conclusive analysis for Milan can be elaborated.
All cities have a number of initiatives directly can be summarized as related to sectors,
cross-sectors, related to achievement of change with particular focus and initiatives to
transform and disrupt city development.
Sector initiatives in all cities refer to initiatives in water, waste, energy, transport. One
of the difficulties expressed in these type of initiatives is that they may be under
jurisdiction of different actors even at the municipal level.
Cross-sector initiatives combine actions in different sectors with the propose of
improving quality of life and sustainability. For example combining transport actions
with use of open areas and urban space.
Initiatives with a Social change goal, refer to group of initiatives under the banner of
sharing economy, we-economy, circular economy. They are attempting to produce a
social impact larger than the initiative itself. The goal is change of social forms of
consumption and production of services.
Initiatives for transforming or disruption: more associated with civil society protest
opposing particular developments in the city.
Initiatives linked to sectors are more often linked to discussions of social
entrepreneurship and the work of for profit organizations.
Initiatives in the other forms vary but all include some forms of advocacy.
There is greater expectation for entrepreneurship associated with all the initiatives in
Copenhagen, Frankfurt and Italy. Less in Brno.
While volunteerism is rarely mentioned, advocacy is a trait present in all city initiatives
for all countries.

To conclude this part of the report: there is much that can be discussed and learned from the
country field description and from the cross-tabulation of initiatives and their initial
configuration as social innovation. Regarding the particular social innovation that seems to be
most prevalent in all cities in terms of environmental sustainability there are at least two. One
is related to sustainability in transportation, which is exemplified in all cities with initiatives by
sector, cross-sector, social change (sharing) and even in city protest. The other area of
significant action in all countries / cities is related to nutrition and the production and
consumption of food. The following analytical ITSSOIN steps will be therefore aimed at finding
the particular initiatives for further study within one of these two areas of sustainability in the
city: sustainable mobility (sharing in mobility) and sustainability in food productionconsumption (slow food, nutrition, sharing food, growing urban food, stop food spill and so
forth). The analytical framework for configuration of the initiatives will be in the next ITSSOIN
steps further refined and developed. As the work proceed at a more refined level with the case
selection in the four cities.
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